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Ei.planatory Memorandum  ... ·. 
I.  On  6 March  1995,  the  EC-:Turkey  Association  Council adopted  a  Decision 
approving texts on implementing the final phase of  customs union with Turkey. 
2.  The  Commission  hereby  fonnally  presents  a  proposal  for  a  common  position, 
attached  at annex,  for  adoption with  a  view  to a  formal  Decision  by  the Association 
Council. The Decision will be adopted subject to approval by each of  the parties according 
to its oWil procedures, so as to safeguard the European Parliament's prerogatives. 
3.  The Commission considers  Article 238 of the Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community  to  be the  appropriate  legal  basis  for  adopting  the  Association 
Council Decision, taking into account the necessary assimilation of.  this Decision to the 
Association  Agreement  and  in  consideration  of the  substance  of the  Decision.  The 
common position is a necessary prerequisite for this Decision, according to article I of  the 




/ .  .' 
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2/3/95 
Projet de texte de dkision Union douani~re 
[DECISION .J95}  . 
.  "The  EC~Turk~y  AssoCiation Council having met in Brussels ~n  6 March 1995, 
Considering that the objectives set out by the Ankara Agreement, and ·in particular by its 
Article 28, which established the Association between Turkey and the Community maintain their 
significance at this time of  great political and economic transformation on the European scene;  · 
Recalling  its  Resolution  of 8 November  1993  in  which  it reaffirmed  the  will  of the 
Parties to enter into the Customs Union according to the calendar and modalities set out in the 
Ankara Agreement and its Additional Protocol;  ·  · 
Considering that the  Association  f1?lations  as  provided  for  in  Article  5 of the Ankara 
Agreement are entering into their final phase based on the Customs Union, which will complete 
.  '.  the transitional phase through the fulfilment by the two parties of  their reciproCal obligations' and 
which  leads to  the  elaboration of the  modalities  for the effective. functioning of the Customs 
Union within the framework of  the Ankara Agreement and  Additio~al Protocol; 
'  '  '  .  . 
Considering that the Customs Union represents an important qualitative step, in political 
and economic terms, within the Association relations between the Parties; 
Has decided as follows :" 
'  .• 
.·' 
' 
\  ) Article 1 
Without prejudice to the provisions of the Ankara Agre·ement, its Additional and Supplementary 
protocols, the Association Council hereby lays down the rules for implementing the final phase 
of  the Customs Union, foreseen in Article 2 and 5 of  the above-mentioned agreement. 
CHAPTER I 
FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS AND COMMERCIAL POLICY 
'/ 
Article 2 
This Chapter shall apply to products other than agricultural products as defined in Article 11  of 
the Association Agreement. The special provisions relating to agricultural products are set out in 
Chapter II of  this Decision. 
Article 3 
.  -
1.  'f!lis Chapter shall apply to goods: 
produced in the Community or Turkey, including those wholly or partially obtained 
or produced from products coming from third countries which are in free circulation 
in the Community or in Turkey; 
coming from third countries and in free circulation in the Community or in Turkey. 
2.  Products from third countries shall be considered to be in free circulation in the Community 
or in Turkey if the import formalities have been complied with and any customs duties or  . 
charges having equivalent effect which are payable have been levied in the Community or in. 
Turkey; and if  they have not benefited from a total or partial reimbursement of  such duties or 
~~.  .  -
3.  The. customs territory of  the customs union shall comprise: 
- ·  the  customs  territory  of the  Community  as  defined  in  Article  3  of ·Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 of 12 October 1992 establishing the Community Customs 
Code;  · 
. the customs territory of  Turkey. 
4.  This chapter shall al~o apply to goods obtained or produced in the Community or in Turkey, 
in the manufacture of  which products coming from third countries and not in free  circulati~n 
either in the Community or in Turkey were used. 
These provisions shall,  however, apply to  those  goods only if the import formalities  have 
been complied with and  any customs duties or charges having equivalent effect payable on 
third-country products used in their manufacture have been levied in the exporting_ State. 
/ 
5.  If the  exporting  State  does  not  apply  the  provisions  of the  second  subparagraph  of 
paragraph 4,  the  goods  referred  to  in  the  first  subparagraph  of paragraph  4  shall  not  be 
considered to be in free circulation and the importing State shall therefore apply the customs 
legislation applying to goods from third country products. 
2 ·' 
6.  The Customs Cooperation Committee
1set  up  by  decision  2/69 of the Association Council 
shall  detennine  the  methods of administrative  cooperation  to  be  used  in  implementing 
paragraphs I  , 2, 4. 
I 
SECTION I 
Elimination of  customs duties and charges havbig equivalenteffeet 
Article 4 
Import or export customs  duti~.s and charges having equivalent effect shall be wh~Uy  abolished 
between  the  Community and  Turkey  on  the  date  of entry  into  force  of  this Decision.  The 
Community and Turkey shall  refrain from  introduCing any new customs duties on·  imports or 
exports·or any charges having equivalent effect from that date. These provisions shall also apply 
to customs duties of  a fiscal nature.  ·  · 
. SECTIOND 
Elimination of  quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect 
Article· 5 
Quantitative  restrictions  on  impOrts  and  other  meas~s having  equivalent  effeet  shall  be 
prohibited between the Contracting Parties. 
Article 6 · 
Quantitative restrictions on  exports and  measures having equivalent effect ·shall be prohibited 
between the Contracting Parties. 
Article 7 
The  provisions of Articles  5 and.  6 shall  not  preclude  prohibitions or restrictions on  imports, 
. exports  or goods  in  transit justified on  grounds  of public  morality,  public  policy  or public 
security; the protection of  health and life of  humans, animals or plants; the protection of  national 
treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of industrial and 
commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a mearis of 
arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between.the Contracting Parties. 
ArticleS 
.  ' 
1.  Within five years from the date of entry into force of  this Decision, Turkey shall incorporate 
into its  internal legal order the Community instruments relating to the removal of technical 
· · barriers to trade.  ·  \ 
2.  The list of these  instruments and  the conditions arid  detailed arrangements· governing their 
implementationshall be laid down by decision of  the Association Council' within a period of 
one year from the date of  entry into force ofthis Decision; 
3 3.  This  provision  shall  not  preclude the application  by  Turkey,  with  effect from  the date of 
entry  into  force  of this  Decision,  qf Community  instruments deemed  to  be  of particular 
importance. 
4.  The  Parties  stress  the  importance  of effective cooperation  between  them· in  the  fields  of 
standardisation, metrology and calibration, quality, accreditation, testing and certification. 
Article 9 
When  Turkey has put  into  force  the  provisions of the Community instrument or instruments 
necessary for the elimination of  technical barriers to trade in  a particular product, trade in  that 
product between the Contracting Parties shall take place in accordance with the conditions laid 
down  by  those  instruments,  without  prejudice  to  the  application  of the  provisions  of this 
decision. 
Article 10 
1.  -With effect from the date of  entry into force of  this Decision, and during the period required 
for the application by Turkey.ofthe instruments referred to in Article 9, Turkey shall refrain 
from  impeding the placing on the market or taking into service on its territory of products 
from the Community the conformity of which with the Community Directives defining  the 
requirements  to  be  met  by  such  products  has  been  attested  to,  in  accordance  with  the 
condition~ and  the procedures laid down in those directives. 
2.  By way of derogation from  paragraph  1,  if Turkey finds that a product, the conformity of 
which with the Community Directives has been attested to in  accordance with paragraph  1, 
and  which  is  used' in  accordance .with  its  intended  purpose,  fails  to  satisfy  one of the 
requirements referred to in  Article 7, .it  may take all  appropriate measures,  in  accordance 
with the conditions and procedures provided for in paragraph 3, to withdraw the product in 
question from  the market, or to prohibit or restrict its being placed on the market or taken 
into service . 
3.  a)  If Turkey is  considering taking a  measure under paragraph 2,  it shall, forthwith, 
notify the Community through the Customs Union Joint Committee and shall provide all 
relevant information. 
b)  The Contracting  Parties  shall  immediately  enter  into  consultations  within  the 
Customs Union Joint Committee to find a mutually acceptable solution. 
c)  Turkey  may not take a measure  mentioned in  paragraph 2 until one month has 
elapsed  after  the  date  of notification  provided  for  in  paragraph  3  (a)·  unless  the 
consultation procedure under paragraph 3 (b) has been concluded before the expiry of  the 
. time  limit.  When  exceptional  circumstances  requiring  immediate  action  render  prior 
examination  impossible,  Turkey may apply forthwith  the measure strictly necessary to 
remedy the situation. 
d)  Turkey shall forthwith inform the Customs Union Joint Committee of  the measure 
it has taken and shall provide all relevant information. 
4 '  \ .. 
c)  The Community may at any time request the;Customs  Union Joint Committee to 
review such measure.  ' 
<  •  ..  '·  > 
4.  The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 sh~ll apply, mutatis mutandis, to foodstuffs.· 
Arljde II 
'  [.  .  .  .  ... 
During the period required fo,r the application by ·Turkey of  the instruments referred to in article 
. 9, the Community will  accept the results of the procedures applied in Turkey for.assessing the 
conformity of industrial products with' the requirements of Comm!Jnity law, provided. that those 
procedures are  in  conformity with  the  requirements  in force· in  the CommunitY,  and  on  the  -
understanding that, in  the  motor vehicles. sector, Council directive 70/156/EEC of 6 February 
1970 on the approximation of  t~e laws of the Member. States re1ating.to the  ~e~approval of 
moto2 vehic1esand. their trailers  , as last amended by Council Directive 92/53/EEC ·Of 18 June 
1992  , shall apply m Turkey.  ·  .  .  . ·  ·  ·. 
.  / 
I  .  .  . 
2
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'  j SECTION Ill 
Commercial policy 
Article 12 
1.  From  the  date of entry into  force of this  Decision, Turkey shall,  in  relation to countries 
which are not members of the Community, apply provisions and  implementing measures 
which are substantially similar to those of  the Community's commercial policy set out in the 
following regulations: 
- Council Regulation (EC) No 518/94 on common rules for imports; 
- Council Regulation (EC) No 519/94 on common rules for imports from certain third 
countries; 
- Council  Regulation  (EC)  No 520/94  establishing  a  Community  procedure · for 
·administering  quantitative  quotas  (implementing  provisions:  Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 738/94);-
- Council  Regulations  (EEC)  No 2423/88,  (EC)  No 521/94  and  (EC) No 522/94  on 
protection against dumped or subsidised imports; 
- Council Regulations (EEC) No 2641/84 and (EC) No 522/94 on the New Commercial 
Policy Instrument;  '  ·  ' 
- Council Regulation (EEC) No 2603/68 establishing common rules for exports; 
- Council Decision 93/1 12/EEC on officially supported export credits; 
- Council Regulation (EEC) No 636/82 and Commission Regulation (EEC) No  1828/83 
(outward processing arrangements for textiles and clothing);  · 
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3030/93,  as  last  amended  by  Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 195/94 (textile imports under common' rules); 
- Council Regulation (EC) No 517/94 (textile imports under autonomous arrangements); 
- Council Regulation (EEC) No 3951/92 as ·Jast amended by Council Regulation (EC) 
No 217/94 (textile imports from Taiwan). 
2.  In  conformity with the requirements of Article XXIV of the GATT Turkey \\'ill  apply as 
from the entry into force of the Decision, substantially the same commercial policy as the 
Community in the textile sector including the agreements or arrangements on trade in textile 
and clothing. The Community will make available to Turkey the cooperation necessary for 
this objective to ?e reached.  .• 
3.  Until Turkey has concluded these arrangements, the present system of certificates of origin 
for the exports of textile and clothing from Turkey into the Community will remain in force 
and such products not originating from Turkey will remain subject to the application of  the 
Communities Commercial Policy in relation to the third countries in question. 
6 4.  The provisions of the present decision shall not constitute a hindrance to the implementation 
hy the  Community  and  Japan  of their/ Arrangement relating  to  trade  in.  QlOtor  vehicles, 
mentioned in the ann.ex to the Agreem€?nt on safeguards attached to ihe Agreement setting up 
the World Trade Organisation. 
Before the entry into force of the present decision, Turkey and the Community will define 
the modalities of  cooperation in order to prevent the circumvention of  the ~aid Arrangement. 
In the absence of such modalities, the Community reserves the right to  take, in respect of 
imports  into  its  territory~ any  measure  rendered  necessary by the application of the said 
Arrangement.  ' 
SE<:;TION IV 
Common Customs Tariff  and preferential tariff policies 
I 
Article 13 
1.  Upon the date of entry  into force of this  Decision, Turkey shall,  in  relation  to countries 
. which are not men:tbers ofthe CommunitY,, align itself  on the Common Customs Tariff. 
2.  Turkey shall adjust its customs tariff whenever necessary to take account of changes in the 
Common Customs Tariff.  ·  - · 
3.  The  Customs Cooperation  Committee  shall  determine  what  measures  are  appropriate  to 
implement paragraphs 1 and 2.  ·  ' 
Article 14 
1.  Turkey shall be informed of any decisions taken by the Community to amend t~e Common 
Customs Tariff, to. suspend or reintroduce duties and any decision concerning tariff quotas 'or 
ceilings in  sufficient time for  it  simultaneously to. align the Turkish customs tariff on the 
Common Customs Tariff. Prior consultations shall be held within the Customs Union Joint 
Committee for this p4rpose. · 
2.  Where  the  Turki~h  customs  tariff cannot. be  aligned  simultaneously  on.  the· Common 
Customs Tariff, the Customs Union Joint Committee may decide to grarit a  p~riod of time 
for this to be undertaken. Under no circl;lmstances may the Customs Union Joint Committee 
authorise Turkey to apply a customs tariff which is lower than the Common, Customs Tariff 
for any product.  -
3.  If Turkey wishes to suspend on temporary basis or. resume duties other than as envisaged in 
'  paragraph  I, Turkey will  make a prompt notification to the Communit}t. Consultations on 
'the above-mentioned dec.isions will be held in the Joint Customs Union Committee. 
Article 15 
. By- way of derogation  from  Article  13  and  in  accordance with  Article  19' of _the  Additional 
Protocol, Turkey may retain  until  1/1/2001  customs duties higher than the Common Customs 
Tariff in respect of  thirq countries for products agreed by 1he Association CounciL 
7 Article 16 
l.  With  a view  to  harmonising  its  commercial  policy  with  that  of the  Community,  Turkey 
shall  align  itself progressively  with  the  preferential  cus~oms regime  of the  Community 
within five  years as  from the date of entry  into force of this decision.  This alignment will 
concern both the autonomous regimes and preferential agreements with third countries. To 
this  end,  Turkey will  take  the  necessary  measures and  negotiate  agreements on mutually 
advantageous  basis  with  the  countries  concerned.  The  Association  Council  shall 
periodically review t_he  progress made. 
2.  In each of the cases referred to in paragraph 1 the granting of these tariff preferences shall 
be conditional on compliance with provisions relating to the origin of products identical to. 
those governing the granting of such preferences by the Community. 
.  ,. 
3.  a)Where,  during  the  period  referred to  in  paragraph  1,  Turkey maintains  a tariff policy 
different  from  that  of the  CoiTllllunity,  goods  imported  from  third  countries  into  the 
Community and released for free circulation with preferential treatment by reason of their 
country of origin or of exportation shall be subject to the payment of a compensatory levy 
if they are imported into Turkey, in the following circumstances: 
they  have  been imported from  countries to  which  the  same preferential tariff . 
treatment is not granted by Turkey, and  · 
they can be identified as imported from these countries, and 
the  duty to be  paid  in  Turkey  is  at  least 5 percentage points higher than that 
applicable in the Community, and 
an important distortion of traffic related to these goods has been observed. 
b)The Joint Customs  Union Committee shall  establish the  list of the goods  to  which the 
compensatory levy applies, as well as the amount of this levy. 
'r 
8 S,ECTIONV 
Processc,d 'agriculturatproducts not covered by Armex II 
to the Treaty establishing the European Community 
· Article 17 
·''  .  ' 
.·The provisions of  this section apply to goods listed in Annex 1  .. 
Article 18 
Notwithstanding Article 13,  T~;~rkey may apply on Jibports from l)lird countries of  goods listed in 
. ·Annex 1  an  agricultural  component  The  agricultural  component ·shall  be  establi$hed  'in 
accordance with article 18  ~is.  1  ·  · 
Article iS bjs 
·I.  The agricultural component applicable to goods  imported into Turkey shall' be obtained by 
adding together'the quantities of basic agricultural productS considered to have been used for 
the martufacture of the goods  in  question multiplied  by the basic amount corresponding to 
each of  these basic agricultural products as defined in paragraph 3·. 
2.  (a)  The basic agricultural pr?ducts to be taken ·into account are listed  in Annex 2. 
,  .  I  .  . 
(b)  ·.The  quantities of basic agricultural  products. to be taken  into account are  set out in 
Annex 3. 
(c)  In  the case of goods .classified under the nomenclature codes for which  ~ference is 
made  in  Annex 3 to Annex 4, the. amounts of the agricultural component to be taken 
into account are set out in Annex 4. 
.  .  .  . 
3.  The  basic  amount  corresponding  to  ,each  basic  agricultural  product  is  the  amount of the 
charge  applicable. on  import  into  Turkey  of the  agricultural  proquct  originating  in  a 
non-preferential third country during the reference period applicable to agricultural products. 
The basic amqimts are set out in Annex 5. 
Article 19 
1.,  Notwithstanding Article 4,  Turkey and  the Community may apply agricultural components 
established in accordance with the p~ovisions below in trade with each other.  . 
2.  Such agricultural components, reduced in accordance with Article 21  where applicable, shall 
. onfy apply to goods listed in Annex I.  . 
· 3.  The Community shall apply to Turkey the' same specific duties that represent the agricultural .. 
component applicable to third, countries. 
4.  Turkey  shall  apply  to' imports  from  Community  the  agricultural  compone11t  applied  in 
accordance with article 18 bis;  . 
9. Article 20. 
Notwithstanding the modalities set ou't  in  the present Decision a derogation regime is foreseen 
for the products listed in the Annex 6ffable I and Annex 6ffable 2 in which the import charges 
in Turkey will be reduced in three steps over a period of~ years for the former and 1 year for the 
latter. The level ofthose importcharges is set in Annex 6ffable 1 and Annex 6ffable 2. 
At the end ofthe relevant periods the provisions of  this section shall apply fully. 
Article 21 
1.  Where,  in  trade  between  the  Community  and  Turkey,  the  duty  applicable  to  a  basic 
agricultural  product  is  reduced,  the agricultural component determined  in  accordance with  · 
Article 19(4) for imports into Turkey or that referred to in Article 18bis (3), for imports into 
the Community; ·shall be reduced proportionately. 
2.  Where the reductions referred to in paragraph 1 are effected within the limits of  a quota, a list 
of goods and  quantiti~s to which the reduced agricultural componeht is applicable shall be 
drawn up by the Association CounCil. 
3.  The p~ovisions of  paragraphs 1 and 2 above apply to the import charges referred to in Article 
20. 
Article 21bis 
If imports of  one or more of  the products covered by the derogation regime cause or threaten to 
cause in Turkey ~erious disturbances which may endanger the objectives of the Customs Union 
for processed agricultural  products, consultations between the parties shall. be held within the 
Customs Union Joint Committee, with a view to finding a mutually acceptable solution. 
If such  a  solution  cannot  be  found:  the  Customs  Union  Joint  Committee  may  recommend 
appropriate ways of maintaining the proper functioning ofthe CustQms Union without prejudice 
to the provisicms of  Article 61. 
10 CHAPTER II'· 
, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 
Article 22. 
I.  The Association Council hereby reaffirms the Parties' common objective to move towm:ds 
the free movement of  agricultural products between themselves as provided for in Articles· 
32-JS.ofthe Additional Protocol.  · 
2.  The Association Council notes that an  additional  period 'is  required to put in  place the 
conditions necessary to achieve free movement of  these products. 
Article 23 
I.  Turkey shall adjust its  policy in  such a way as to adopt the common agricuJtural policy 
measures  required  to  establish  freedom  of movement of agricultural  products.  It  shall. 
communicate to the Community the decisions taken in that respect.  ' 
•  .  I 
2.  ·  The Community. shall  take account as  far  as  possible of Turkish  agriculture~s interests 
wlien  developing  its  agricultural  policy  and  shall  nptify  Turkey  of the  .relevant 
Commission proposals and the decisions taken on th~ basis of  these proposals;. 
3.  Con~ultations may be held within the Association Council on the proposals and decisions 
referred  to  in  paragraph  2  and  on  the  measures  which  Turkey  intends  to  take  in  the 
agricultural field pursuant to para~r~ph l. 
Article'24 
The Community and Turkey shall progressively improve, on a mutually advantageous basis, the . 
preferential arrangements which they grant each ,other for their trade in  agricultural products. 




'The Association Council shall adopt the provisions necessary to achieve the free movement of 
agricultural products between the Community and  Turkey once it  has. established· that Turkey . 
has adopted the common agricultural policy measures referred to in Article 2l  (1 ). .  · 
I  •  • 
II CHAPTER Ill 
CUSTOMS PROVISIONS 
Article 26 
I.  On  the date of entry  into  force  of this  Decision,  Turkey shall  adopt  provisions  in  th~ 
following  fields,  based on  Council  Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 of 12  October 1992 
establishing  the  Comwunity  Customs  Code  and  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2454/93 of2 July 1993  laying down the implementing provisions thereof: 
a)  ?rigin of  goods;· 
b)  customs value of  goods; 
c)  introduction of  goods into the territory of  the customs union; 
d)  customs declaration; 
e)  release for free circulation; 
f)  suspensive arrangements and customs procedures with economic impact; 
g)  movement of  goods; 
h)  customs debt; 
i)_  right of  appeal. 
2.  Turkey shall take the measures necessary to implement, on the date of entry into force of 
this Decision, provisions based on: 
a)  Council Regulation (EEC) No 3842/86 of 1 December 1986  lay~ng down measures 
to  prohibit the release for free circulation of counterfeit goods  and Commission 
Regulation (EEC) No 3077/87 of 14  October 1987  laying down the implementing 
measures thereof 
b)  Council  Regulation (EEC) No 918/83 o;28 March  1983  setting up  a Community 
system  of reliefs  from  customs duties  and  Commission  Regulations (EEC)  No 
2287/83, No 2288/83, 2289/83-Rand  No 2290/83  of 29 July  1983  laying down the 
implementing measures thereof-;  ·  . 
c)  Council Regulation (EEC) No (i 16178 on proof of  origin for certain textile products 
falling within chapter 51  or chapters 53  to 62 of the Common Customs Tariff 1\\ld 
imported into the Community, and on conditions for the acceptance of  such prooF. 
3.  The  Customs  Cooperation  Committee  shall  lay  down  the  appropriate  measures  to 
implement paragraphs l and 2. 
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Mutual  as~istance on  customs matters between the administrative authorities of the Contracting 
Parties shall be governed by the provisions of Annex 7, which on the Community side,_ covers 
those matters falling under the Communitr competence. 
Article 28 
The  Customs  Cooperation  Committee  shall  elaborate  the  appropriate. prov1s1ons  on  mutual 
assistance on th~ recovery of debts, before the entry into force of  this Decision. 
'  i 
. I 
'·' 
i  ' 
) 
'·  ' 
13 'CHAPTER IV 
APPROXIMATION OF LAWS 
SECTION I 
Protection of  Intellectual, Industr.ial and Commercial Property, 
Article 29 
I.  The  Parties  confirm  the  importance  they  attach  to  ensuring  adequate  and  effective 
protection and enforcement of intellectual, industrial and commercial property rights. 
2.  The Parties recognise that the Customs Union ·can  function  properly only if equivalent 
levels  of  effective  protection  of  intellectual  property  rights  are  provided  in  both 
constituent  parts  of the  Customs  Union.  Accordingly,  they  undertake  to  meet  the 
obligations set out in the Annex 8 to the present decision. 
SECTION II 
I  Competition 
A. Competition rules of  the Customs Upioo 
Article 30 
I.  The  following  shall  be  prohibited  as  incompatible  with  the  proper functioning of the 
Customs Union, insofar as they may affect trade between the Community and Turkey: 
all  agreements  between  undertakings,  decisions  by  associations  of undertakings  and 
concerted  practices which  have as  their object or effect the  prevention,  restriction or 
distortion of  competition, and in particular those which: 
a.  directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices· or any other trading conditions; 
b.  limit or control production, markets, technical development or investment; 
c.  share markets or sources of supply; 
d.  apply dissimilar conditions  to  equivalent transactions  with  other trading  pm:.ties, 
thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; 
e.  make  the  conclusion  of contracts  subject  to  acceptance  by  the  other  parties  of 
supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, 
have no connection with the subject of  such contracts. 
2.  Any agreements or decisions  prohibited  pursuant to this  Article  shall  automatically be 
void. 
14 / 
3.  The provisions of  paragraph _I  may, however, be declared in-applicable in the case of: 
1. 
2. 
-any agreement or category of  agreements between undertakings;  · 
-any de~  is ion or category of  decisions' by  ~sociations of  undertakings; 
-any concerted practice or category of  concerted practices 
·which  contrib~tes to  improving ttie production or distribution of goods cir to promoting 
technical or economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair share of the·resulting 
benefit, and which does not:  · 
'  .  ' 
-impose on the undertakings concerned  r~strictions which are not indispensable to the 
attainment of  these objectiy,es;  ·  · 
-afford  such  undertakings  the  possibility  of eliminating competition  in respect  of a 
substantial part of  the products in question. 
_ Artjcle31 
.  -
Any abuse by one or more undertakings of  a· dominant position in  the territories of the 
Community and/or of  Turkey as a whole or in a substantial part.thereof_shall be prohibited' 
as incompatible with the proper functioning of  the Customs Onion, insofar as it may affect 
trade between the Community ~nd Turkey.  '  ·  ·  · 
Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: 
. a)  directly  or  indirectly  imposing  unfair  purchase· or selling  prices  or other unfair 
trading conditiol)s;  · 
·b)' limiting  production,  markets  or  technical  development  to  ·the. prejudice  of 
consumers;'-
.. c)  applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, 
_  thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; 
d)  making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of 
supplementary obligatio~s which, by their nature or aCcording to commercial usage, 
have no connection with the subject of  such contracts. 
Article Jl 
I.  Any  ~id granted  by  EC  Member States ·or  Turkey through  State resources in  any form 
whatsoever· which  distorts  or threatens  to  distort ·competition  by  'favouring  certain 
undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, insofar as it affects trade between 
. the Community and Turkey, be incompatible, with the proper functioning of  the Customs · 
Union.  ·  .  ·  - · 
J  2.  The following shall be compatible with the functioning of  the Customs Union: 
a)  __ aid having a social character, granted to individual consumers,  pro~ided that such 
aid is granted without discrimination related to the origin of  the products concerned;· 
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' b)  aid . to  make· good  the  damage  caused  by  natural  disasters  or  exceptional· 
occurrences; 
c)  aid granted to the economy of certain areas of the  Federal  Republic of Gennany 
affected  by  the  division  of Gennany,  insofar  as  such  aid  is  required· in  order  to 
compensate for the economic disadvantages c·aused by that division; 
d)  for  a period of 5 years from  the entry into force of this decision, aid  to promote 
economic development of Turkey's less developed regions, provided that such aid does 
not adversely affect trading conditions between the Community and Turkey to an extent 
contrary to the common interest.  · 
3.  The following may be considered to be compatible with the functioning of the Customs 
Union: 
a)  . In  confonnity  with  Art  43.2  of the  Additional  Protocol,  aid  to  promote  the 
. economic development of  areas where the standard of living is abnonnally low or where 
there is serious underemployment; 
b) .  aid to promote the execution of an  important project of common European interest 
or to remedy a serious disturbance in the .economy of  an EC Member State or of  Turkey; 
c)  for a period of 5 years after the entry into force of the decision, in confonnity with 
'article  43.2  of  the  additional  protocol,  aids  aiming  at  accomplishing  structural 
adjustment  necessitated  by  the  establishment  of Customs  union.  The  Association 
Council shall review the application of  that clause after the aforesaid period. 
d)  aid  to  facilitate  the  development  of certain  economic  activities  or of certain 
economic areas, where such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions between the 
Community arid Turkey to an extent contrary to the common interest; 
e)  aid to promote culture and heritage conservation where such aid does· not adversely 
affect trading conditions between the Community and Turkey to an  extent contrary to 
the common interest; 
f)  such other categories of  aid as may be specified by the Association Council. 
Article 33 
Any practices contrary to Articles 30, 31  and 32 shall be assessed on the basis of criteria arising 
from the application of  the rules of  Articles 85,86 and 92 of  the Treaty establishing the European· 
Community and its secondary legislation. 
I 
Article 34 
The Contracting Parties shall exchange' information, taking into account the limitations imposed_ 
by the  requir~ments of professional and business secrecy. 
16 Artjcle35 
I.  The  Association  Council shall, within  t~o years  following  the entry  into force  of the 
Customs Union; adopt by decision the necessary rules for the implementation of Articles 
30, 3 I  and  32 and  related  parts of Article 33.  These  rules shall  be  based  upon  those 
already  existing  in  the  EC  and  sha,ll  inter  alia  specify  the  role  of each· competition 
authority. 
2.  Until these rules are.adopted~ 
.a)  the  authorities  of the  Community  or Turkey  shall  rule  on  the  admissibility of 
, agreements, decisions and concerted practices and on ·abuse of a dominant position in 
accordance with Articles 30 and 31. 
b)  the  provisions of the GATT Subsidies Code shall  be applied as the rules for the 
implementation of  Article 32.  · 
. Article 36 
I.  If the Community or Turkey considers that a particular practice is incompatible with the · 
terms of  Articles 30, 31  or 32, and 
or 
i~ not adequately dealt' with lmder.the implementing rules referred to·in Article 35, 
' 
in the absence of  such rules, and if  such practice causes or threatens to cause serious 
prejudice  to  the  interest  of the  other  Party  or material  injury  to  its  domestic 
industry, 
it  may  take· appropriate  measures  after  consultation  within  the· Joint  Customs  Union  -
· Committee or after 45 working  ·day~ following referral:for such consultation: Priority shall 
be given to such measures that will least disturb th.e functioning of  the Customs Union. 
2.  In  the case of practices  incompatib-le  with  Article 32, such  appropriate  measures may, 
where the General Agreement on  Tariffs and Trade applies thereto, only be adopted. in 
conformity  with  the  procedures  and  under the  conditions  laid  down  by the  General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and any other relevant instrument negotiated under its 
auspices which are applicable between the Contra~tin'g Parties. 
· B. Approximation of  legislation 
Artjcle37 
·.I.  With a view to achieving .the economic integration sought by the Customs Union, Turkey 
shall ensure that  it~ legislation in  the. field of competition rules .is· made compatible with 
.that of  the European Community, and is applied effectively. 
2.  To comply with the obligations ofpatagraph I, Turkey shall. 
17  -a)  before  the  entry  into  force  of the  Customs  Union,  adopt a  law  which  shall 
prohibit behaviours of  undertakings under the conditions laid down in Articles 85 and 86 
of the EC Treaty.  It shall also ensure that, within one year after the entry into force of 
the Customs Union, the principles contained in block exemption regulations in  force in 
the Community, as well as in the case law developed by EC authorities, shall be applied. 
in  Turkey. The Community shall  inform  Turkey as soon as  possible of any procedure 
related to the adoption, abolition, or modification of block exemption regulations bythe 
EC  after the entry  into  force  of the Customs Union.  After such  information has been 
given, Turkey shall have one year to adapt its legislation, if  necessary; 
b)  before  the  entry  into  force  of the  Customs·  Union,  establish  a  competition  . 
authority which shall apply  these rules and principles effectively. 
c)  before the entry into force of  this decision, adapt all  it~ aids granted to the textile 
and clothing sector to the rules laid down  in  the relevant Community frameworks and 
guidelines  under  Articles  92  and  93  of the  EC  Treaty.  Turkey  shall  inform  the 
Community of all  its  aid  schemes to  this  sector as  adapted  in  accordance with  these 
frameworks and guidelines.The Community shall inform Turkey as soon as possible of 
any procedure related to the adoption, abolition or modification of  such frameworks and 
guidelines  by  the EC  after the  entry  into  force  of the  Customs  Union.  After .such 
information has been given, Turkey shall have one. year to adapt its legislation. 
d)  within two years after the entry into force of  this decision, adapt all  aid schemes 
other than  those  granted  to  the textile  and  clothing sector to  the  rules. laid  down  in 
Community frameworks and guidelines under Articles 92 and 93 of the EC Treaty. The 
Community shall  inform  Turkey as  soon  as  possible of any  procedure  related  to the 
adoption, abolition or modification of  such frameworks and guidelines by the. EC. After 
such information has been given, Turkey shall have one year t<? adapt its legislation. 
e) .  within two years after the entry into force of the Customs Union,  inform  the 
Community of  all aid schemes in force in Turkey as adapted in accordance with point d). 
·If a  new  scheme  is  to  be  adopted,  Turkey  shall  inform  the  Community as  soon  as 
possible of  the content of  such scheme.  ·· 
f)  notify the  Community  in  advance  of any  individual  aid  to  be  granted  to  an. 
enterprise  or  a  group  of enterprises  that  would  be  notifiable  under  Community 
frameworks or guidelines had  it  been granted by a Member State, or of individual aid 
awards outside of  Community frameworks or guidelines abo\'e an amount of 12 MECU 
and  which would  have  been notified under EC  Law had  it  been granted by a Member 
State. 
Regarding individual aids granted by  Member States and subject to the analysis by the 
Commission, on the basis of  article 93  EC, Turkey will be informed on the same basis as 
the Member States. 
3.  The Community and  Turkey shall  communicate to  each other all  amendments to their · 
laws concerning restrictive practices by undertakings.  They shall also inform each other 
'of  the cases when these laws have been applied. 
4.  In· relation to information supplied under paragraph 2,  points c), e) and f) of this Article, 
the Community shall have the right to  raise objections against an  aid granted by Turkey 
which  it  would  have deemed  unlawful  under EC  law  had  it  been  granted by a Member 
State.  If Turkey does not  agree. with the Community's opinion,  and  if the  case  is  not 
resolved within thirty days, the Community and Turkey shall each have the tight to refer 
the case to arbitration. 
18 5.  Turkey shall have the right to raise objections and seize the Association Council  against 
an aid granted by a Member ~tate which it deems to be unlawful under EC law. If  the case 
is  not resolved by the Association Council within three months, the Association Council 
' may decide to refer the case to Court of  Justice.  · 
Article 38 
I.  The Community shall iriformTurkey as soon as possible of the adoption of  any decision 
under Articles 85, 86 and 92 of  the EC treaty which might affect Turkey's interests. 
2.  Turkey  shall  be  entitled  to  ask  info~ation about  any  specific  case  decided  by  the 
Community under Articles 85, 86 and 92 of  the EO  Treaty. 
Article39 
With regard to public undertakings  and undertakings to which special or exclusive rights have 
been granted, Turkey shall ensure that, by the end of  the first year following the entry into force 
of 'the  Customs  Union,  the  principles  of the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community, notably Article 90, as well as the principles contained in the secondarY legislation 
and the\case-law developed on this basis, are upheld. 
Article 40 
Turkey shall  progressively adjust,  in·  accordance  with the conditions  and  the time-table  laid 
down  by the  Association  Council  any  State  monopolies of a commercial  character so as to 
ensure that,  by the  end of the second year following the  entry into force of this decision, no 
discrimination regarding the conditions under Which  goods are produced and marketed exists 
between nationals of  the Member Statt~s and of  Turkey.  .  · 
·Article 41 
' 
1.  If the Community ·or Turkey believes that anti-competitive activities carried out on the 
territory of the  other  Party· are  adversely  affecting  its  interests  or •the .interestS  of its 
undertakings, the first- Party may  notify the other Party and  may request that the other 
Party's competition authority initiate  appropriate  e~forcement action;  ·The noti.fication 
shall be as specific as possible about the nature of.the anti-competitive activities and their 
.effects on the interests of the notifying Party, and shall include an offer for such further 
information and other cooperation a5 the notifying Party is able to provide  . 
. 2.  Upon, receipt of a notification under paragraph 1 and after such other discussion between 
the  Parties  as  may  be  appropriate  and  useful  in  the  circumstances,  the  competition 
authority of the notified Party will consider wheth.er or not to initiate enforcement action, 
with respect to the anti-competitive activities identified in the notification.  The notified 
PartY will advise the notifying Party of its decision.  If  enforcement action is initiated, the 
notified Party will advise the .notifying Party of its outcome and, to the extent possible, of · 
significant interim dev-elopments.  ·  · 
19 3.  Nothing  in  this  Article  limits the discretion of the  notified Party under its  competition 
laws and enforcement policies as to whether or not to undertake enforcement action with 
respect to the  notified  anti-competitive activities, or precludes the  notifying Party from 
undertaking enforcement action with respect to such anti-competitive activities.  · 
SECTION III 
Trade defence instruments 
Article 42 
1.  · The  Association Council shall  review  upon  the  request of either Party  the· principle of 
application of trade defence instruments other than safeguard by one contracting party in 
its relations with the other. During any such review, the Association Council may decide 
to  suspend  the  application of 'these  instruments· provided that  Turkey  has  implemented  I 
competition,  state  aids  control  and  other  relevant  parts  of the  acquis  communautaire 
which  are  related  to  the  internal  market  and  ensured  their effective  enforcement,  so 
providing  a  guarantee against  unfair competition comparable to  that existing .  inside  the 
internal market. 
2.  The modalities of implementation of antidumping measures set out in the Article 47 of the 
Additional Protocol remain in force. 
Article 43 
By  derogation from  the provisions of Section II of Chapter V,  the  consultation and decision-
making procedures referred to in that section shall not apply to trade defence measures taken by 
either party. 
In  the  framew~rk of  the application of  trade policy measures towards third countries, the parties 
shall endeavour, through exchange of information and consultation, to seek possibilities for co-
ordinatipg their action  when  the  circumstances  and  international  obligations of both  parties 
allow. 
Article 44 
By derogation from  the principle of the free  movement of  goods  l~id down  in  Chapter I of this · 
Decision,  where  one  party  has  taken  or  is. taking  anti-dumping  measures  or other measures 
pursuant to trade policy  instruments as  referred· to  in  Article 42  in  its re.lations  with the other 
Party or with third countries, that Party may make imports of the products concerned from  the 
territory of the other Party subject to the application of those measures.  In  such cases it  shall 
inform the Customs Union Joint Committee accordingly. 
Article 45 
When  completing the  formalities  involved  in  importing  products of a type covered by trade 
policy measures, provided for  in  the preceding Articles, the authorities of the  importing State 
shall  ask  the  importer  to  indicate  the  origin  of the  products  concerned  on  the  customs 
decl~ration. 
Additional supporting· evidence may be requested where absolutely necessary because of serious 
and well-founded doubts in order to verify the true origin of  the product in question. 
20 SECTION IV' 
Government Procurement 
Article 46 
As soon as possible after the date of entry into force of this decision, the Association Council 
will set a date for the initiation of negotiations aiming at the mutual. opening of  the ·contracting , 
P'arties' respective government procurement markets.·  · 




No provision ofthis Decision shall have the effect: . 
. - of extending the fiscal advantages granted by eithe.r Party in any international agreement or 
arrangement by which it is bound;  ·  · 
I  . 
' 
.of preventing the adoption or application by either Party of  an·y measure aimed at preventing 
the avoidance.or evasion of  taXes; 
of opposing the right of either Party to apply the relevant provisions of its tax legislation to 
.taxpayers whose position as regards place of  residence is notidentical.  · 
Indirect taxation·. 
·  Article 48 
'  ' 
I.  Neither Contracting Party shall, directly or indirectly, impose on the products of the other 
Party any  in~ernal taxation of any kind  in  excess of that imposed directly or indirectly' on 
similar domestic products. 
Neither· Contracting  Party  shall  impose  on  the  products  of the  other  Party any  internal 
taxation of  such a nature as to afford indirect protection to other products. 
.  .  .  . 
'  .  . 
2.  In  trade between the Community and  Turkey, repayment of internal taxation in  respect' of 
exported products shall not exceed the inte.rnal taXation imP<>sed on those products, whether ' 
directly or indirectly.  · 
3.  The Contra~ting Parties sh~ll repeal any provisions existi~g at the date of  the entry into force 
of  this decision which conflict with the above rules. 
21 
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.  I Article 49 
The  Association  Council  may  recommend  the  Contracting  Parties  to  take  measures  to 
approximate  laws,  regulations or administrative provisions  in  respect of fields  which are  not 
covered by this Decision but have a direct bearing on the functioning of the Association, and of 





The ECtrurkey Customs Union Join~-Committee 
Article 50 
1.  In  accordance  with  Article  24  of the  Association  Agreement,  an  ECffurkey Customs 
Union Joint Committee is hereby established. The Committee·shall carry out exchange of 
views  and,  information,  formulate  recommendations. to  the  Association  Council .  and 
'deliver opinions with a view to ensuring the proper functioning of  the Customs Union. 
2.  The Contracting Parties shall consult within the  Commi~  on any point  relating tO  the · 
implementation Of the DeCision which gives rise to a difficulty for either of  them. 
3.  The Customs Union Joint Committee shall ad~pt its rules of  procedure. 
Article 51 
1.  The CustQms Union Joint Committee shall consist of representatives of the Contracting . 
Parties. 
2.  The office of Chairman or the Customs Union Joint Committee shall be held alternately, 
for  a  period of six months,· by·  the representative of the Community,  i.e.  the European 
Commission, and the representative of  Turkey. 
; 3.  · In  order to carry out  its  duties,  the Customs  Union Joint Committee .shall  meet,  as  a 
general rule, at least once a month.  It shall also meet on the initiative of its Chairman or 
at the request of  one of  the Contra9ting Pa,rties inaccordance with its rules of  procedure. 
4.  The  Customs  Union  Joint Co,mmittee  may  decide  to  establish  any: subC_ommittee  or 
working party to assist it in carrying out its duties.  The Customs Union Joint Committee 
shall lay down the composition and rules· of  operation of  such subcommittees or working 
parties in  its rules of procedure.  Their duties' shall be determined by the Customs Union 
Joint Committee in'  each individual case. ·  .  . 
.SECTI.OND 
· Consultation and decision pn'H:edures 
Article 52 
I.  In areas. of  direct relevance to the operation of  the  Cust~ms  Union, and without prejudice to 
the other obligations deriving from  Chapters  I to  IV of this decision,  Tur~ish legislation 
shall be  harmonised as far as  pos~ible  wit~ Community legislation.  · 
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.·' 2.  Areas of  direct relevance to the operation of  the Customs Union shall be commercial policy 
and  agreements  with  third  countries  comprisi~g a  commercial  dimension  for  industrial. 
products,  legislation on  the  abolition of technical  barriers to trade  in  industrial  products, 
competition and industrial and intellectual property law and customs legislation. 
The Associatio~ Council may decide to extend the list of  areas where harmonisation is to be 
achieved in the light of  the Association's progress. 
3.  The procedural rules provided for  in  Articles 53  to 58 shall apply for the purposes of this 
Article. 
Article 53 
1.  Wherever riew  legislation  is  drawn  up  by the  European Commission  in  an  area of direct 
relevance to the operation of the Customs Union and the European Commission consults 
experts from  ~ember States of the European Community, it shall also informally consult 
Turkish experts. 
I 
2.  When transmitting its proposal to the Council of  the European Communities, the European 
Commission shall send copies thereof to Turkey.  ' 
3.  During the phase preceding the decision of the Council ofthe European Communities, the 
Contracting Parties shall, at the request of either of them, consult each other again within 
the Customs Union Joint Committee.  ·· 
4.  The  Contracting  Parties  shall  cooperate  in  good  faith  during  the  information  and 
consultation phase with a view to facilitating, at the end of the process, the decision most 
appropriate for the proper functioning of  the Customs Union. 
Article 54 
Where it adopts legislation in an area of direct relevance to the functioning of the Customs 
Union as defined in Article 52(2}, the Community shall immediately inform Turkey thereof 
within  the  Customs  Union  Joint  Committee  to  allow  Turkey  to  adop~ corresponding 
legislation which will ensure the proper functioning of  the Customs Union. 
2.  Where 'there is a problem for Turkey in adopting the corresponding legislation, the Customs 
Union  Joint  Committee  shall  make  every  effort to  find  a  mutually  acceptable  solution 
·maintaining the proper functioning of  the Customs Union.  ·  · 
Article 55 
I.  The principle of harmonisation defined in Article 52 shall not affect Turkey's right, without 
prejudice  to  its  obligations  deriving  from  Chapters  I  to  IV  of this  decision  to  amend 
legislation in areas ofdirect relevance to the functioning of  the Customs Union provided the 
Cu~toms Union Joint Committee has concluded that the amended legislation does not affect 
the  proper  functioning  of the  Customs  Union  or that  the  procedures  referred  to  in  the 
paragraphs 2 to 4 below have been accomplished 
24 )  . 
2.  Where  Tur~ey -is  contemplating  new  legislation  in  an  area  of  direct  relevance  to  the 
functioning of  the Customs Union, it shall informally seek the views of the Commission on 
the proposed legislation in  question so that the Turkish  h~gislator may take his decision in 
full knowledge of the conseq~ences for the functioning of  the Customs Union  .. 
The Contracting Parties shall cooperate in good faith with a view to facilitating, at the .end 
of the  process,  the  decision  most appropriate  for  the  proper functioning of the custorn.s 
union. 
3:  Once  the  proposed  legislation  has  reached  a . sufficiently  advanced  stage  of drafting, 
'  consul,ations shall be held within the Customs Union Joint Committee. 
4.  Where Turkey adopts  legislation  in  an  area of direct" ~levance to  the functioning of the 
·Customs Union,  it  shall forthwith  inform the Community within the Customs Union Joint 
Committee.  '  · 
If Turkey's adoption· of such  legislation is  likely to disrupt the proper functioning of the 
Customs Union, the Customs Union Joint Committee shall.endeavour to find. a mutually 
acceptable solution.  · 
· · Article 56  · . 
I.  If, at the end of the consultations undertaken under the procedure provided. for .in  Article 
54(2) or Article  55(4),  a  mutually  acceptable  solution  cannot  be  found  by  the  Customs 
Union Joint Committe.e and  if either Party considers that discrepancies in the legislation in 
question may affect_the free movement of goods, deflect trade or create economic problems 
on its territory, it  may refer the matter ·to the Customs Union Joint Committee which,  if 
necessary, shall recommend approp~iate ways of  avoiding any injury which n;tay result. 
The same procedure will  be followed if differences in the implementation of legislations in 
an  area of direct relevance to  the functioning ()f the Customs Union, cause or threaten, to 
. cause impairment of  the free movement of  goods, deflections of  trade or economic problems  . 
.  '  .  l 
2.  If discrepancies  between  Community  and .  T~rkish ·legislation  or  differences  in  their 
implementation in an area of  direct relevance to the functioning ofthe Customs Union, cause 
. or threaten to cause impairment of the free  movement of goods or deflections of trade and ' 
the  affected  Party  considers  that  immediate  action  is  required,  it  may  itself take the 
n~cessary protection measures and notify the Customs Union Joint Committee. thereof; the 
latter may decide whether to amend or abolish these measures.  Priority should be given to 
measures which least disturb the functioning of  the Customs Union . 
. Ariicle 57 
In  areas  of direct  relevance  to  the  proper functi'oning  of the  Customs  Union,  the  European 
Commission shall ensure Turkish experts are ·involv~d as far as possible in  the preparation of 
draft  measures  to  be  submitted  subsequently  to. the  committees  which  assist  the  European 
Commission in the exercise ·of its executive powers.  In this regard, when drafting proposals, the 
European Commission shall consult experts from Turkey on the same basis as it consults experts 
.  from  the Member States of the Community.  Where the matter referred to the Council of the 
· European  Union  is  in  ;accoraance  with, the  procedure  applying  to  the· type  of committee 
concerned; the European Commission shall transmit to the Council of the. European Union the 
views of  the Tu~kish experts. 
25 Article 58 
' 
Turkish experts shall be involved in the work of a number· of technical committees which assist 
the European Commission in the exercise of its executive powers in areas of  direct relevance to 
the functioning of  the Customs Union where this is required to ensure the proper functioning of 
the Customs Union.  The procedure for such participation shall be decided by the Association 
Council  before the  entry  into  force  of this  Decision.  The list of Committees  is  contained  in 
Annex 9.  If it  appears  to  the  Parties  that such  an  involvement  should  be  extended to  other 
Committees, the Customs Union Joint Committee may address the necessary recommendations 
to the Association Council for deCisions. 
SECTION ill 
Settlement of  disputes 
Artjele 59 
Without prejudice to paragraphs 1-3 of Article 25 of  the Ankara Agreement, if the Association 
Council fails to settle a dispute relating to the scope or duration of  protection measures taken in 
.  accordance  with  Article  56(2),  safeguard  measures  taken  in  accordance  with  Article  61  or 
rebalancing measures taken  in  accordance with  Article 62, within six months of the date on 
which this procedure was initiated, either party may refer the dispute to arbitration under the 
procedures htid down in Article 60.  The arbitration award shall· be binding on the parties to the 
dispute.  · 
Artjele 60 
I.  lfa dispute has been referred to arbitration there shall be three arbitrators. 
2.  The two parties to the dispute shall each appoint one arbitrator within 30 days. 
3.  The two arbitrators so designated shall nominate by common agreement one umpire who 
shall not be a national of either Contracting Party. If they cannot agree within two months 
of their appointment, the  umpire shall  be  chosen by them  from  seven persons on a  list 
established  by  the  Association  Council.  The  Association Council  shall  establish  and 
review this list in accordance with its rules of  procedure. 
4.  The  arbitration  tribuna.l  shall  sit  in. Brussels.  Unless  the. Contracting  Parties  decide 
otherwise, it shall adopt its rules of  procedure.  It shall take itS decisions by majority.  · 




The Parties confirm that the mechanism and modalities of safeguard measures provided for in 
Article 60 of  the Additional Protocol remain valid. · 
Article 62 
L  If a  safeguard or protection  m~asure take~ by  a .Contr.acting  Party creates 'aJ}  imbalance_ 
between the rights ·and obligations under this decision, the other Contracting Party may take ·  · 
· rebalancing measures in  respect of that Contracting Party.  Priority shall be  given to such . 
meastires as will least disturb the fun~tioning of  the Customs Union.  · 
2.  The procedures provided for in Article 61  shal.l apply  . 
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.. ·::.·. CHAPTER VI 
General and final  pr~visions 
.  Entry into force 
Artjcle63· 
1.  This Decision shall enter into force on 31  December 1995. 
/ 
· 2.  During the year 1995,  progress in  the  implementation of this decision shall  be examined 
regularly within the Association Committee, which will report to the Association Council. 
3.  Before the end of  October 1995 the two parties shall consider within the Association Council 
whether the  provisions of the present decision  for the proper functioning of the Customs 
Union are fulfilled. 
4.  On. the  basis of the report(s) of the  Association Committee, if Turkey on one side or the 
Community and its Member States on the. other side considers that the provisions referred to 
in  paragraph  3  have  not  been  met.  this  party  can  notify  to  the  Association  Council  its 
decision to ask for a postponement of  the date referred to in paragraph 1.  In such a case this 
date is  defe~ed to 1 July 1996. 
5.  In this case the paragraphs 2 to 4 shall apply mutatis mutandis 
6.  · The Association Council may take other appropriate decisions. 
Interpretation 
Article 64 
The provisions of this Decision, insofar as they are identical in substance to the corresponding 
provisions  of the  Treaty  establishing the  European  Community  shall  be  interpreted  for  the 
purposes of their implementation and application to products covered by the Customs Union, in 
conformity with the relevant decisions of  the Court of  Justice of  the European Communities.  . 
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I STATEMENTS · 
Statement by Turk~y  on Article 3(4): 
.  Turkey  undertakes  to  ensure  that  c~stoms duties ·or  charges having equivalent  effect  levied 
pursuant to .the second subparagraph of  Article 3(4) ar¢ not allocated to any specific purpose but 
accrue to its national budget in the same way as other customs revenue~ 
'  .  '  } 
Statement by the Community on textile and' clothing ad article 6: 
I.  Arrangemen~s for  trade  in  textile  and  clothing  products.  will  expire  as  soon  as  it  is 
determined that Turkey has effectively implemented the measures for which the adoption is 
required  ut1der  this  decision,  ~egarding intellectual,  industrial  and  commercial  property 
(articles 2,  3;· 4, 5 ofthe'annex 8), cpmpetition, including the measures regarding public aid 
·(Chapter IV, section II,  arti_cle n: § I and 2 (a), (b) and (c)), and that Turkey has put into 
operation; according to the mult.ilateral rules presently in  force, the measures necessary for 
the alignment of its commercial policy with that of the Community in the textile se,ctor;  in 
.  particu Jar the arrangements and agreements referred to in Section III article 12 § 2  • 
.  2.  The Community will apply the safeguard measures foreseen in article 60 of  the Additional 
Protocol if, though Turkey does not fulfil the. conditions mentioned in  par~graph  I,, the · 
present Arrangements for trade in textile and clothing products are not extended.  ·  · 
3.  The Community insists on effective .reciprocity in market access in that sector  ... 
· · Statem~nt by Turkey on textiles and clothing ad article 6: 
.  '.'  . ~  '  .  (  l  .  .  ·.  .  - . 
I. If  despite the fulfil111ent  by Turkey of the measures' referred to in  the first paragraph of the 
· Community's Statement on the expiration of arrangementsfor trade in textile_ and clothing · 
· products,  an  ~rid has  not  been  put to the  said  arrangements, Turkey will. take appropriate 
rebalancing measures. 
.  . 
2.  ln. reference  to. the  paragraph  I  of  the  Community  Statemef!t  on  textiles and  ~lothing ad 
article  6,  Turkey understands·  that  the. measur~s related  to  the  conclusion /by  Turkey  of 
agreements or arrangements with Third Countries in  the textile sector signifies thatTurkey . 
has taken the necessary steps referred to in  Article  12 §2 for such a  conclusion, and that, in 
· th~ meantime, the measures referred to in Article 12 § 3 remain applicable~  · 
.3.  Turkey insistson full market access in that sect<?r . 
. State.ment by Turkey on Article 6:  . 
Turkey deems it necessary to be associated with the work of  the Textile Committee. 
Statement by.Turkey on Article 8:  ..  /  .  .  .  .  ·  .  ·  · 
Turkey  deems  it  necessary  to  be  associated  with  the  work  of the ·standards  and  Technical 
· Regulations Committee with a viewto  ensuring a level of cooperation commensurate with the 
aim of harmonisation.'  · 
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I. Statement by Turkey on article 8 : 
Turkey wishes  to  stress  the  importance· of a comprehensive, quick  and  as  unburdensome  as 
possible ~ssessment of the instruments, procedures and  in~rastructures concerning the fulfilment 
by  Turkey of the requirements foreseen  in  the  instruments  included  in  the Jist  referred to  in 
Article 8 §2. 
Turkey further stress  the  need  of proceeding by  the  Community to  the  technical adaptations 
necessitated by Turkey's fulfilment of  the requirements referred to above. 
Joint statement on Article 11: 
The . Parties  agree  to  engage  immediately  in  discussions  at  the  level  of experts  on .  the 
transposition  by  Turkey of the  acquis  communautaire concerning  the  abolition  of technical 
barriers to trade. 
Statement by Turkey on Article 12: 
Without prejudice to Article 5 of  the present Decision, Turkey intends to retain the provisions of 
its import regime decree (OJ n°22158bis, 31.12.94) on used motor vehicu1es whereby subjecting· 
the importation of such products to prior permission, for a  ce~in  period following the entry into 
force of  the present Decision.· 
Statement by Turkey on Article 16: 
Turkey  may  seek consultation  within  the  Association  Council  regarding  the  obligations  that 
may arise for it as the result of its membership of E.C.O. 
Statement by Turkey on article 16: 
In  relation  with  article  16,  Turkey  states  that  the  priority  will  be  given  to  the  following  · 
preferential agreements: Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia,.Czech,Republic, Israel, 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt. 
Statement by the Community on Annex 8: 
F,or the effective implementation and applica~ion of  the provisions mentioned in this Annex, the 
.  Community is prepared to provide adequate technical assistance to Turkey both before and after 
· entry into force of  the Customs Union.· 
Statement by Turkey on Annex 8 Article 1: 
This commitment does not prejudice Turkey's status as a developing country in the WTO. 
Statement by the Community on Article 42: 
In  relation  with  article 42,  paragraph  2,  the Community states that the Commission, without 
prejudice to the position ofthe Council, in  the exercise of its responsibilities for anti-dumping 
and safeguard measures, will offer information to Turkey before the initiation of  proceedings. To 
this effect, appropriate modalities of application of Article 47 will be set out jointly before the 
entry  in~o forceofthis decision. Furthermore the Community will give, on a case by case basis, 
where  appropriate,  a  clear  preference to  price  undertakings  rather  than  duties  in  order  to 
conclude anti-dumping cases where injury is found. 
30 Statement by Turkey on Article 46:  . 
Turkey states  its  intention  to. enter into  negotiations  with ·a  view to acceeding to ,  the GATT 
Government Procurement Agreement. 
Statement by  Turkey. on Article 58: 
During the year, I 995, and as  turkey ,harmonises its legislation with that of  the Community it 
will seek from the AssOciation Council a decision to extend its involvement lo other committees. 
Joint statement on Article 63: 
I.  La decision commune eventuelle de  Ia Communaute et,des Etats membres de demander.Je 
· report de )'entree en vigueur de !'Union douaniere en s'appuyant sur le § 4 de )'article 63 de 
Ia  decision  se  prendra sur  Ia  base d'une proposition  de  Ia  Commission· et avec  Ia  meme 
· procedure de decision que pour !'adoption de Ia presente decision.  ·  · 
2;  En  outre,  Je  report· de  I' entree en  yigueur de  Ia  presenie  Decision  n'affectera en  rien  Jes 
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'1~17 90 10 
li02 50 00 
e,;  1704 
1!106 
1901 
2001 90 ~0 
1001 9(' ~0 
2004  1091 
llucw:nzWJc... c:urdled  milk  aDd  aaaa. ~  kqJLir  aad. ocha fcrmcmed  « 
aOcliScd milk ucl a'cam. ....t.cma·cw-COOClCDIIaiCICI ucom•inio& added lupr 
Or od.c:r swcaeninc IIWICr or  Oa9CM&Rd or coaaiainc .ddcd. &vi&. aaa or  COCIOa;  . 
- Yocfnm. flnoured or  c:onWaiDc adc5ed frail«  COCIOa  . 
- ·  ~.  flnoum! or  ()()ftcammc added fniit or  cOccla 
S'WCCt com (uoc:ookcd or Cooked .. tor ACamift& «  boiliac. ia wa~),  frou:n 
Swca CIOf1l pt0¥isiona)ly pre$Cncd (for cnmplc, by .ulphur dioxide CU. in  bri~ · 
· in sulphur water or iA Olher. pracl'"aUvc solulions), but unsuitabk in dw aau: for 
immcdiau: coasumpUoaj  .  ..  '  I 
.  Margarine; e<lible  mmu.rcs or preparations of animal or "Wqcubk fau or oils or' 
of fnaions of different fau ol oil! of this Chapter, other &han edible fau or oils . 
· or their fnaioru of beading No  1~16;  · 
.- Margannc, excluding  liquid  margarine  conuining more than  I 0% but not' 
more than  I~%  by "''eight of milkfa~ 
- Other, conuining 100re than  10 OJo  but  nOt  mon:  than  1~  OJo  by :...Cight  of 
milldau 
· Chcmiolly pure  fruao~ 
Sugar  c.onfccio~::u~· (induding "'·hitc chocolate), not containing cocoa;· ncl~ding 
liquorice : cnna c:muining  more  than 'J 0 OJo  by  weight  of suaose  but  not 
conuining Olher adckcl  sc~nccs, falling -...ithing CN code 170-4 90'10 
Chocobu: ancl othn food  prepantions containing cocoa 
.Malt  exma;  food  preparations  of  flour,  meal,  'lurch or  malt  extract,  not 
containing cocoa po...,der or containing cocoa.powder .iri a  proporlion by weight 
of  J~SS. than  ~0  °/;,  not  ebcwherc  specified  Or  included;  food  preparatiOnS  of. 
coods of heading "OS 0401  tO  0~0~, not COntaining  COCoa JKl"'·der or COntaininG 
cocoa  po"'•der  in  a  proporlion  by  '·eight  ~f kss  &han  .IO..,.o,  not  clsc,.·here 
spccifird or included  ·  ·  .  . 
IlHu, e•cluding Stuffed pam falling ,.;:hin CN cod.es  1902 20 IC and 19C2 20 30; 
·cou~ous, ,..hcthcr  cor  not prepuce 
T:.pioC~  ~nd substitutes  therefor  rrcp~red from  sua·!., in  the  form  <1f  fllkcs, 
cuins, pearls,  siflin~' or similar  form' 
·Po<'plred foods obuined by _the  sv.-ellin~; cr ro~s1ing of ccrc~ls .01' cern! prooucu 
(for  cum(ilc,, ccorn  fbl.n);  cerul~. oth<'r  thln  m:>iu  (ccorn),  in  gr~in  fMm, 
pu-cookcd or  ~thc-""is<' rr<"parcci  .  .  . 
'  ' 
[l'rud. r~scry, nl....,·. biKutU and  Other  b:>l.cn'  ~·~rC\, ..  ·hcthcr or ll()t  conta;ninc 
c<><·oa;  communiCn ..  ·afen, empt~· uchct• of a  kind  suit~l>k- for  pha~m:>ccu1ical 
u~. scalinr, ,..a fen. riu. paper and sintibr .f.roduers  ' 
s  ... ·cel corn (Zca mayt .-ar. ucch;ua1a), prepartd or prcscr"Yed by vinq:ar or acetic , 
acid  ·  ·  · 
Yams, s-.•ut potarocs and similar edibk r:.ru of plants·containin&  ~  OJo  or mor~ 
b~· ''eicht oflltllrch. prepared or rrescrwd by  \'iM1;:u  Ot"  ac<'ti.:  acid. 
Potatoes  in  the form  of flour,  mu1 or flakes,  rrcparcd or prcxrved other-.•isc 
than by  vinq;ar or acetic acid, frozen  · 
I 2~9010 




2101  1099 
1101 2090 
2101 30 19 
2101 3099 
2102  10 31' 
2102 10 39 
2105 
u  2106 
2202 9091 
2202 90 95 
2202 90 99 
2905 ~3 00 
2905H 
ex  3501 
ex  35C5  10 
JSOS  20 
3809 10 
3823 60 
S..'CCS  com (Za mays war. ~)  ~  or pu:sawcd ~- chan by 
'Winqu or acaic acid, froun 
Poua.ocs in  &be  form  of flour,  meal oc fbJu:s. ~or~  cxhcrwisc 
dw. by winq;u: or auUc: acid, ,_  &oz.cn  ' 
S..1cct  COR (Zca IIU)'1 '\'aT, ~)  pn:paml OC pn:scrocd ochcrwisc Wft by 
'Wiocpr or aocUc: acid, IQ lroua  -
Maize  (com),  ocher  chan  swcn ·com  (Zea  lll2)'S  ~r.  ~cchant:a)  01hcl"·isc 
prepared or ~.  ACX  con~.:~ininc added spim or adckd  SUf:U 
Yams, sweet poaa.ocs and limibt edibk puu of pbocs conwnins S ..,_or more 
by  wci~ht of surd!. otlw:.....UC prepared or prc:scncd. ,_  conWninc added spirit 
or ~ddcd sug:lr 
Prcpuatioru .,;th a b.u~ of cxuaas, essences and conc.cntntcs of cofr« or '-'ith a 
basis of coffee, other than those of CN code 2101 1091 
Extncu, ~cnccs and conc.cnua&CS  of a.:a or ma&l and  preparations '"'ith  2  b:uis 
of these  CXtraCU,  or vith a  b:uis of tea or matt., other than those  of CN code 
2101  2010  . 
Roasud coffee subsUwtcs excluding roasttd chicory 
E.xtncu, cssenc.cs  and conc:cnttatcS or roasted coffee subStitutes  cxdudin~ those 
of routed chicory . 
Bakers' yc.:ut 
Icc  cream and other edible i«, ..-bethcr or not containing cocoa 
Food  preparations not ci5C'"'hue  specified or included other than those  falling 
.,ithin CN codes 2106 10 10 and 2106 90 91  and other than rbvourcd or coloured 
sugar syrups 
Non·:alcoholic bcv~cs,  not including fruit or vqeuble juK:es of CN code 2009, 
conuinin~ produas of CN codes 0<401  tO  0<404  or f:n  obtai~d from productS of 
CN headiflt Nos 0401  to 0<404 
Mannitol. 
o-Giucitol (sorbitol) 
·Caseins, uscinates and other casein dcrivauvn 
Dcxtrins and other modified siarchcs, excluding esterified or etherified starches of 
CN code ;sos 10 50 " 
·Glues .based on narchcs or on dcx1rins or other modified surchn 
Finishing  a~cnts, dye arricn 10 accdcntc the  dycint or fi~ing of dyestuffs and 
other producu and preparations (for cumplc, dressings and mordlnts}, of l  kind 
uicd in the paper, kathcr or like industr1cs, '"'ith • basis of amylaceous substances, 
not eiSC"'hcrc specified or induded 
Sorbi1ol  other dw. of CN code 290S 44 
/ Annex2 
List of  basic products: 
common wheat falling within CN code 1001 90 99 
durum wheat fallirig within CN code 1001  10 
rye falling within CNcode I 002 00 00 
bariey falling within CN code 1003 00 90 
maize falling within CN code I  005 90 00 
husked rice falling within CN code  I  006 20 
white sugar falling within et;l code  1701  99 10 
isoglucose· falling within CN code ex 1702 40 I 0 
mblasses falling within ~  code 1703 
skimmed milk powder (PG2) falling within CN code ex 0402 I 0 19 
whole milk powd~r-{PG3) falling within CN code ex 0402 21  19 
butter (PG6) falling within CN code ex 0405 .00 
.  I 
'\ . 
SR"  l  ..  ... ~ 
.JJ 
t  Eg_  =g.  ', 
I  lt  ft  CN Code  ~  J  I 
I 
! 
.!  al  ~l 
:0<0" 
~  i  a;  0  !g 
'• 
"' 
:E  ..  .,  ..  ..  lc  lc  .,  .,  ..  ...  .... 
(1)  ClJ  P)  f4)  (S)  (')  (7)  (I)  C5')  (10)  (II)  (12)  (ll) 
. 
0403  BuaanuU. curdled  milk me! aam. }OSbun, 
kq.hir aod ocbct fcnDCD&ed  or ecidified  milk 
and  cn:am.  wbcdlcr or 110(  concencrat.ed  or 
containing  added  sup or ocha swrecening 
matter 01 flavoured  01 cxmuinina lld<kd fruit. 
nuts or cocoa : 
040310  - Yoghun: 
- - FlaYOUM  or coocaininl adckd  fruit  or 
cocoa: 
- - - .ln  powder,  pnulcs or  ocher  solid 
forms,  of  a  milkhc  conccnt  by 
weight: 
51  - - - - N()(  exceeding 1,5%  100 
53  - - - - Exc~ing 1,5 •1.  buc  rior.nc~d-
ing 27 •;.  100 
59  - - - - ~ng  v•J.  42  68 
- - -Other,  of  •  milkfat  content  by 
weight: 
91  - - - -: N()(  exceeding 3 •;.  12,5  2 
93  - - - - Exceeding 3 •;. 'but  not exceeding  12~5.  6%  s 
99'  . - - - - Ez~ding 6 •;.  12,5  10 
''  ().403 90  -Other: 
- -~or  ·cxmcaining  added  fruit  or 
cocoa: 
- - - In  powder,  ~ules or  other  solid 
forms,  of  '•  milkfat  content  by 
·  ..,eight: 
71  - - - - Not exceeding  1,5%  100 
73  - ~ - - Exettding  l.S •;.  but  not n~-
ing  27 •;. 
100 
79  - - - - Exceeding  27 •;.  42  68 
- - Other, of a mil  Ida!: cxmccnt by weight: 
12,  c  91  - - - Not cxeftding 3 •;. 
I 
l 
93  - - - Exceeding  3%  but  not  acc-eding 
1 '·  (  6 •;.  _, 
s 
99  - - - Exce-eding  6 •;.  12,  I  JO 
0710  Vegetables (uncooked or cooked  by  aeaming 
or by boiling  in -cr). &oua : 
0710 40  - s  .... eet com  100 (a) 
0711  Vcgctabl~  pnwisionally  prac:I"'Cd  (for 
example, by  sulphur dioxide ps. in brine, in 
&ulphur  'lolater  01  in  ocher ~~  solu-
tions).  but  unsuitable  in chat  IWC for  immc-
diacc  consumption : 
071190  - Other wgctables ;  mixtun:s  ol ~bla  : 





















704  90  31: 
704  90  71 
704  90  72; 
704  90' 731 
704  90  7 









Mlorprinc; edible  mizlwa Clf ~  of 
animal or wscUl>lc &ts  Clf oils Clf of lraaioGs 
of different  faa, or oils of Ibis chapea, odaa 
than edible  faa or oils or ibcii lracOonl of 
heading  No JSI(i: 
.. - Margarine, nduding liquid ~nc: 
- - Conuining  lnOI'e  chan  10•.4  bul  110( 
more than IS •;. by weight of millt&ts 
-Other:  .. 
- - Conwning -
than  10%  but  110( 
more than 1  S %  by -iJbt  of milldaa·  · 
Cbcmica!Jy  pun:  fructose' 
Sugar  confectionery  (aodudin!;  white  chooo-
late)..  not conuining cocoa : 
- CMwing gum. wbcdaet Clf DOt ~-<oat£d:  .  .  . 
.  'l 
- - O?rllaining less chan  (i() % by weight of 
- sucrose (induditJa i~~  sup Cl:pftSK'd 
as  Sucrose): 
...:  - - Gum  in strips 
-·- -'Other 
I 
- - Conuining (i() %  or more by ftiiht of 
sucrose (includina inwn JUBal expressed 
as  sucrose) : 
- - ·- Gum  in strips 
-- -Other 
-Other: 
- - White chocolate 
lokum 
-Other: 
Chocolate and other food  preparations conuj. 
ning  cocoa :  · 
.  •. 
- Cocoa  powder. .CIOGcaiaing  eddcd  sup or 
other l'fiC'Cf.Cilina  111at1a :  ' 
- - Containina DO~  "  CIOGcainins lea 
than 6S •J.  bJ 'Weight  of IUCl'OIC (indv-
c:ling  inVert  "'BV. apased as  IUC'Oie) 
and/or ~~  aptased as ~ 
- - Contaitilii; 6S% «  ~  but lea thaa 
80 •;.  by  .ape of luao.e (~ 
·  in¥Crt IU£V aPre-d •  IUCI'OIC) md/or 
Uo~IKJOIC apn:aed •  IUCl'OIC 
·- - Cotiwning 10% or ~  bJ weipt of 
IUCt'OSe (aodudin& imm IU£U aptm.."CC 
·  •  suaosc)  ~or  iqfUCDIC  ap.CUC11 
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(b)  see Article 4  vf  ec  Regulation  N.· 1294/94 
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agr1cult~ral  .  . 
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EX  1806  32  10 
90 
1806 90 
06  90  40 
1901 
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- Otbci ~  ill blocb. dab. « .• 
weighiag mcm than 2 ka « ill liquid. .,._. 
powdct.  pznabr  or·  other  bulk  form  ia 
oonlaioca  «  immediaac ~  a  • 
COD~~ CZCftd.ing  2. ka: 
- - Other. ill bJocb., •labs «  bars : 
---Filled 
- - - Not filled :  , 
----·With 
or DUts 
. - - - - Other: 
fnait 
- - - - Containing  by  ..a,nt  3 •.4  « 
mor~.  but less  than 6 •1.  of millcfat 
- -- - Oth~r 
Malt  n~ract ; food  prepantions of  nour, mn.l, 
surch  or  malt  ntract,  ·DOl  containing  cocoa 
po"'der  or  containing  cocoa  powder, . in  a 
proportion  by  weight  of  less  than  SO  0.4,  not 
elsewhere specified or included ; food  pr~pan­
tions of goods of heading  Nos 0401  to 0<404, 
not  conuining  cocoa  powder  or  conuining 
cocoa powder in a proportion by weight of las 
than  10%  not  ~tsn.here  specified  or 
includ~d; 
- Prepantions for  infant ~  put up for retail 
sale  · 
- Mixn  and  doughs  for  the  prepantion  of 
bakers'  ""ares  of  heading  No  1905 
-Other: 
- - Malt  extract : 
- - - With • dry ~xtract content of 90 % or 
more  by  -ight 
- - -Other 
-Other 
Pasta,  wh~ther or not cooked or Sl\lffed  (""ith 
meat  of  oth~r  substances)  or  othc....,jx 
prepared such as spaghetti, macaroni, noodles. 
laslognc,  gnocchi, nvioli, canneloni, couscous, 
whether or noc  prepared ; 
- Uncooked  pasta  nOf  siuffed  or  oche....,jx 
prepared: 
- - Containing eggs 
(J)  f4) 
I  I 
I I 




(S)  (')  '(7)  Cl)  (9)  (10)  (I I)  (12)  {13)  • 
~ 
/ 
~Alma  4 
I  ·  ·1  I  I  4 l  I  I  I 
I I  SM("T~ I .1,0 I I  --
5ft ~lr. ~ 
.so·  20 
S«·Anna  4 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
c•~  ....  11 
$«Anna  4 
$« Annn:  4 
I  I 
~e Annex  4 
195 
159 
$« Annex  4 '. 
(I)  (2)  (l)  (4)  (S)  (6)  (7)  (I)  (9)  (10)  (II)  (ll)  (IJ) 
··~- --- -
1902\9  -:-·.,. Other:  ', 
- - - dur\lm wheal, pasta. not con~ining or . 
containing' by  'IIICighl  not more  than.  / 
3 %  of other C(T«ls  167 
(f)  ...: ·- -other,  67  100 
..  - -··-1  90220  - Scuffed  pasu  ...,hethcr  or  not  rooked  or 
otherwi~ prq,arcd : 
- -Other: 
91  ---Cooked  41 
:  .., 
99  -- -Other  116 
1902 30  .  - Other pasta : 
10  - -Dried  167 
I  90  '- -Other  66 
1902 40  .  - Couscow: 
·• 
'to  - - Unprepared  .. 
167 
90  - -Other  66 
'  1903  Tapioca and substi1u1cs 'thercfor,prql3rcd from 
starch,· in  the  fonn  of  flakes,  grains,  pcuts.  --. 
'  siftings or sirruw fopns.  - 161  . 
obtained  by  the. swelling  or 
.,  1904  Prepared ·foods 
roasting  .of  cereals  or  cernJ  products  (for 
n:ample,  com  flakes);  cctnls,  other  than 
maize  (com~ .in  gnin  form.  pre<eolccd  or  ·• 
otherwise  pre pared : 
1904  10  - Pte  pared  foods, obtained bY  the  l'llelling or  I 
·  ' roasting ,of  cereal  or .  cern! produa,s :  ' 
'.  - 10  -· - Obtained  from  maize  213 
'  30  - - Obtained  from 'rice  - 174 
! 
I  - 90  ·- -Other  53  53  53  ~3 
1904 90  ·-Other: 
10  - -.Rice  \ 
' 
174 
90  --Other  174  . 
1905  Bre~d, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other belcer'a 
wanes,  whether . or.- n01  containing · cocoa, 
communion  ~fen, empty c:acMts  of a  kind 
I  ', 
suitable for  pharmaceutical &DC.  IICalin&  Waf~ 
rice  paper and sirrular  products :  . 
!90S 10  - Crispbrad  140 
t90S 20  "7 Gingerbread  and the like : · 
'to  - - Containing  br  weight. of  IUC:rOK  less  I 
than  30 •;.  fmduding  Unert  1Up  ! 
'  expressed  as  IUCrOSC}  I  ....  40  is 
3o  - - Containing br weight oi~UC:rGK 30 % or 
··.  more  but  less  thaa  SO %  fmdudiot  . 
ilnert sugar cxpft:Acd  a  IUCIOK}  33  ·JO  45 
90  - - CoaWning  b)' weip of IUCIOK  SO % 
fmduding  iDVat  IUp  apcc::aed  a 
IUCrOSC)  l2  20 
I  '-S  .  ·. 
1905 30 11  -·  Swm biscuits ; -me. and  wafers  See  Amia  4  lO 
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- Rusb, IIOat.cd  brad aod  limil.v 
IOUied  pRKblas . 
- Otbu:  ..  -
--NIIZOI 
- - ComJDIIDioa wilca, aapcy acbets ol • 
kind  lllicable ..  fOr ~  ... 
acaliog  wafctS.  Dec  (llpcr  IDd  Amilat 
pfOducts 
--Ocher 
~e~tables, fnlit, nuiS and othcf edible parts ol 
plant$,  p~pared or  pracrwd  by  Yincgv  or 
acetic  acid : 
-Other: 
- - Sweet com (L4 rN~ys soa:r. uuch4rtJ14) 
- -·Yarns, swft't  potarocs and similar edible 
pans or pbniS. containing  .s •t.  or  more 
by wcighr  of starch 
Other  ~getablcs. prepared or P,es<'n.eci orher· 
wise  than  by  "inegar or Kelic  ~id  ; froun : 
- Pourocs: 
- - In  the  form  of  flour,  meal  or 
flakes 
- Other  YC~tables and  mixrurn of  wgeta-
Wcs:  ' 
- - S'IIIC'Ct com (L4  WU~ys 114r. uahartJ14) 
Other ~getablcs p~pared or prescn.ed other-
wise  than by vinegar or acetic acid, nor frozen : 
- Pourocs 
- - In  the  foim  of  flOUT,  meal  or 
flakes 
- Swccr  com  {Zta  tr14JS  c:tJr.  J4ahtJrQt4) 
Fruits, ·  nua and  other edible  pans of  plants, 
otherwise  prepared  or  prncrwcl,  whether  or 
not  containing  added  sugar  or otha IW«<e· 
ning mana or spirir,  not  elsewhere  specified 
or  included : 
- Miisli-rype  p~paDrions  ~th  •  basis  of 
unroasred  cereal  flakes 
- Otha: 
- - Maize  (com~ other than sweet corn (L4 
mtJys  1'4r.  JtMchtJrtJta) 
- -Yams, sweet  pourocs and similar edible 
pans of plants conlaining  .S •1.  or mort 
by  weight ol :starch 
fal  Per  100  IUiopmmn ol dnW.....t- pocatoa «i. oc  maiu. 




(7)  (I)  (') 
See  AaDes  4 
IOO(a) 
-40 (a) 
5« Annex.  4 
100 (a) 




(10)  (II)  (Jl)  (13) 
..  ----·· (I) 
1101 


















EXtncu, a.mces and ~  ol ooffe<. 
tea  01  IT.ati  and  prcpanions with  a  t.sis ol 
th~  products or with•a basis ol mffe<.ta Of 
mal~  ; rOasted  chicory and otha "*'cd coffee 
R,JbstiiUcS  and cxtracu, esscnca ud cxincleo- ., 
. tntes thereof: 
. - Extracts,  ~nccs and  cDncern:r.CS. · of 
.CD!ftt_  and  preparations  with  a  basis  ol 
· thc:sc  atncts, cs:smca or CDDCJmtrates  Of 
with  a  basis  Of  CD!fee : 
- - Extnas, essences Of conomtrates : 
'  Preparations : 
---Other. 
- Extncu,·csscnces and aiocentraks, of ca or 
mali, and preparations with a buis of ~ 
Cxtr..cts, essences or c:onc:Cntratcs, or with a 
basis  of tea  or  mati : 
-·-Other 
- Roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted  coffee 
substitutes  and  extracts,  cs:scnccs  ·and 
· conccntnlcs thereof : · 
- - Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee 
substitutes :  .. 
- - -Other 
- - Extracts,  essences  and  concentrates  of 
roasted  chicory and other roastect  coffee 
substitutes : 
-- -Other 
Y  c:a.su  (active  or  inactive);  .other  single-cell 
micro-organisms,  dead  (but  not  including 
vaccines  of  heading  No  3002);  prepared 
baking  powders :  · 
- hctivc yeasts: ' 
- - Bakers' ynst: 
- _:.  - Dried 
- -- Oth~r 
.  I 
Icc cream and other edible icc, whether CK  not 
contaning cacao: 
·-Containing ao mille  fats  CK  contAining  less 
than  3 •;.  by  weight  of_  such fats 
- Containing by  weight ol milk  fats : 
- - 3% or more  but-ICss  .chan  7% 
-·-1% or more 
Food  preparations  aoc  dswbcrc  specified  or 
iacluded: 




- - ~  fondues 
--Other 
(l)  t4)  (S)  (61 
137 
2-45 
(7)  ' tl)  (!')  (lO)  (ll)  (12)  (13) 
See  Anna  4 
2S 







I I I I I l~ 
.·  ~.~  4 
:,, 
!i /  ..  (I)  ~;  (3)  . tC)  .(S)  C6)  (7)  Cl)  C')  (10)  (II)  (J]J  (JJ) 
2202  w.uu, iDducliac ~  ~  ~  IICI1Iicd 
war.ca,; concaiJaiDa ..sded ~  or ocher lwed~  ..  ening maaa or a.--ct,  aod ocb« -~ 
holic ~  DOl  iDc:ludi!lg  fruit  or ~ 
bhlc jiOca ol bc.dia&  No 2009 :  . 
220290  -Other: 
.. 
- - Othct..  ClOGC&iDing  by  ~~  of  fat 
obbioed  from ~  products of be.ding 
Nos  0-401  1D  0404 : 
•.  91  - - - Less  than  0.2 %  JO  8  . 
95  ---0.2% or- but lea chan  2•1.  JO  6 
99  ---2%or~  10  13 
Jl ALCOHOLS  AND  ~EIR  HALOGE-
NA~D. SULPHONA~D. NITRAnD 
OR  Nrrll.OSAnD DERIVATIVES: 
1905  Acyclic alcohols and thcii halogma~  Allpho-
narcd, nitnr.ed  or niuosar.ed  ckri,.,tivcs : 
- Othc:r  polyhydric  alcohols : 
i905 43  -- ~nnirol  300 
2905-«  - - D-Giucirol  (sorbitol) 
- - - In aqueous  solution: 
II  - - - - Containing 2 •;. or less  by  ~ighl 
I 
of  mann.irol,  alcular~  on  the: 
'  D-glucitol  con1en1  172 
19  ·--- - othc:r  90 
-- - Othc:r:  . 
91  - - - - Conraining 2 e;.  or  I~  by  ~ighr · 
of  mannitol,  alculatc:d  on  ·rhc: 
D-Giucitol  contc:nt  245 
99  - - - - Othc:r  128 
3505  Dc:xtrins  and  «Mr  modifi~  starches  (for 
c:xamplc:.  prc:gdatinizcd or ntc:rifi~ starches); 
gluc:s ~  on sun::bc:s, or on dc:xui ns or othc:r 
modifi~ surchc:s : 
3505  10  - Dcxtrins  and  othc:r  modified  starches : 
10  - - Dc:xtrins :  189 
..... -
- - Orhcr  modifi~ surches: 
90  - -- Othc:r  189 
. 3505 20  .  -Glues: 
~ 
I  '10  - - Containing, by weight. kss than 25 % of 
starches  ol  ckxuins  or  othc:r  modified 
searches  48 
30  - - Containing.  by  weight.  25 %  or  more: 
but  Ins  rhan  55%  of  starches  or 
dn:trins or orhc:r  modifi~ starches  95 









..  p) 
~ - <;:ontaining.  by  weight.  1S %· ar -
· but  less  than  80 •t.  cl ·  aa«bes  Clf 
dcxuina or othct modified IIUChcs 
- - Containing. by wciJIIt. 80 % ar - Of 
starches  or  dcittrins  or  ccba' mocli6ed 
starcheS  ·  · 
Finishing ~ts,  dye a:ricn co aca~  the 
· dyeing  or  ·fixini  ol  dyestuffs  and  ocher 
products aod pn:pantioGs  (lor cample. dres-
sings aftd  mordcota~ of •  kind ~  ·  ia 1M . 
textile.  pepcr,  leather or  liu _  iodustries,  DOC 
dsnthcn:. specified or  included :  ' 
- With •  buis of amylaceous  subscanoes : 
- - Containing by Weight of sacb IUbslaoca 
less  than SS •t. 
.- - Contaning by weight of such substancas 
SS •t.  or more  but  less  Chan  70 •!. 
- - Containing by weight of such. substances 
70 •t.  or more but  less  dun 83 •t. 
- -: Contaning by weight of such subswlces 
;  83 •t.  or more  · 
P~  biodes for foundry molilds_orams; 
chemical  products  and  p~ons  of  the 
chemical or allied  industries fmduding those 
consisting of mixtures of nal\lral·  products~ not 
clsc1lrhen:  specified  or  included ;  residual 
products of the chemical or allied  industries, 
not  e~here specified or indudc:d : 
- Sorbitol other than of subheading 2905 +4_: , 
- - In  aq~cous solution :  -
II  - ...:.  - Containing i •t.  or less  by  weight of 
mannitol,  ·  · aleulatcd  on  the 
D-glucitol content 
1:9  - - - Other  . , 
--Other:  ' 
91  - - -.Containing 2 •;. or less  by  weight  of 
mannitol,  calculated  on  the 
D-glucitol contmt 
:99  - -.-Other 













C')  (10)  (II).  (ll)  (13)  ! 
128 .  ' 
Annex  4 
lk  Fat  Milk  Starchlolucosc  <I.  15y  wei qh t)  ( •) 
11ent  protein  .  >II 0  <5  >= 5  <25  r  .  >o;:  25  <50 
content  Sucrose/ invert sugar/ isoolucose  <I.  bv  wei oh t )  ( • •) 
by  we ightl  >=0  >c 5  >c 30  >::r 50  >=  70  >=0  >= 5  >= 30  >=50  >=  70  >=0  >=.5 
<30  <50  < 70  <5  <30  <•*•)  <5  <30  <50  < 70  <5 
0 <1,5  >c:O <2,5  0,00  8,80  16,51  23,64  34,11  2,28  11,08  18,78  26,12  36,39  4,86  13,67 
>c2,5 <6  19,73  28,53  36,23  43,57  53,64  22,00  30,61  38,51  45,65  56,12  24,59  33,39 
>• 6 <18  59,18  67,98  75,68  83,02  93,29  61,46  70,26  77,96  85,30  95,57  64,04  72.85 
>c:1 a  <30  105,68  114,48  122,18  129,52  139,79  107,95  116,76  124,46  131,79  142,06  110,54  119.34 
>c:30 <60  205,71  214,52  222,22  229,56  239,83  207,99  216,79  224,50  231,63  XXf..  210,58  219,38 
>o:60  293 07  301  88  309 58  XXX  XXX  295 35  304  15  311.86  XXX  XXX  297  94  306 74 
,5 <3'  >cO <2,5  5,17  13,97  21,67  29,01  39,28  7,44  16,25  23,95  31,28  41,55  10,03  18.83 
>•2,5 <6  2.C,89  33,69  o41,40  48,73  .59,00  27,17  35,97  43,67  51,01  61.28  29,76  38,56 
>• 6 <18  64,34  73,15  80,85  88,19  98,.C6  66,62  75,42  83,13  90,46  100,73  69.21  . 78,01 
>~<18 <30  110,84  119.~  127,35  134,66  144,95  1  13,12  121,92  129,62  136,96  147,23  115.70  124,51 
>a3Q <60  210,88  219,68  227,39  234,77  244,99  213,16  221,96  229,66  237,00  XXX  215,74  224,55 
>c60  298 24  307 04  314 74  XXX  XXf..  300·51  309 32  317 02  .XXX  XXX  303,10  311  90 
<6  >cQ <2,5  10,33  19,13  26,64  34,17  44,44  12,61  21,41  . 29,11  36,45  46,72  15,19  24,00 
>.;.2,5 <12  45,37  54,17  61,88  69,21  79,48  47,65  56,45  64,15  71,49  81.76  50,23  59,04 
>c:12  110 37  119 17  126 88  134 21  144 48  112.65  121.45  129,15  136 49  146 76  115 23  124.04 
<9  >cQ <4  17,22  26,02  33,72  41,06  51,33  19,49  28,30  36,00  43,34  53,61  22,08  30,88 
>=4  <15  59,63  68,43  76,14  83,47  93,74  61,91  70,71  78,41  85,75  96,02  64,49  73,30 
>-=15  117 26  126 06  133 76  141  10  151  37  119 53  128.34  136 04  143 36  153 65  122.12  130,92 
1 <12  >o:O  <6  24,10  32,91  40,61  47,95  58,22  .  26,38  35,18  42,69  50,22  60,49  28,97  37,77 
>c6 <18  73,87  82,68  90,38  97,72  107,99  76,15  64,95  92,66  99,99  .110,26  78,74  87.54 
>c18  122 73  131  54  139.24  146 58  156 85  125 01  133,61  141  52  148 85  XXX  127 60  136,40 
2 <18  >cO <6  34,43  43,24  50,94  58,28  68,55  36,71  45,51  53,22  60,55  . 70,82  39,30  48,10 
>=6 <18  83,14  91,94  99,64  106,96  117,25  65,41  94,22  101,92  109,26  119,53  68,00  96,80 
>o:18  126 02  134 82  142 53  149 66  160 13  128,30  137,10  144 80  152 14  XXX  130.88  139.69 
a  <26  >cO <6  <49,93  58,73  66,44  73,77  64,04  .  52.21  61,01  68,71  76,05  86,32  54,79  63,60 
>c:6  120 38  129 18  136 69  144 22  154,49  122 66  131.46  139,16  146 50  156 77  125,24  134,05 
~6 <40  >•0 <6  77,48  86,28  93,98  101,32  111,59  79.75  68,56  96,26  103,60  XXX  82,34  91,14 
>=6  131  02  139 82  147 52  154 86  XXX  133 30  142.10  149 80  157  14  XXX  135,88  144,69 
) <55  108,47  117,27  124,97  132,31 
~ 
110.74  119,55  127,25  134,59  XXX  113,33  122.13 
5 <70  139,46  148,26  155,96  XXX  141,73  150,54  158,24  XXX  XXX  144,32'  153,13 
) <85  170,45  179,25  186,95  XXX  ~ 
172,73  181,53  XXX  ~ XXI.  175,31  184,12 
i  201  44  210 24  XXX  XXX  203 72  212 52  XXX  XXI.  XXX  XXX  XXX 
(') Surch/GiucoK 
lht (Onttnt  Of  \hC'  £oodS (U  pttWOitd) in  UUCh,  US  dcgtJd,.IOfl  ptoc.JuCU,  I C.  all  lltc, poJy'!lCI'l  Uf  gluCOlo<",  and  I he  gfu\:V~.  J~o.'((lnllllCJ  ,n  £1Ul0~ JUJ 
uprn..nl  &S  JUrch (on  a  dry  mall~r bnil.  l(j()%  pultl)',  foetor  lor  COnv<l'l&On  ol  SluCO><  10  lU!Ch :  0.~) 
Ho.-rwr  • .,htrc I  mlaturC'  o(  sluco~ and '"'C10W il dtclaltd (in  ... halt'l(( form)  and/(Jf  IS  luun(j  10  L<  ptC'SCIII  '" 1hc  bO~h. tht  lOiOYill  ol  giYCOSC  10  L< 
incl~d in  lht  abo't"C  caJcwlacaon  is  that  which  is  in  c.ccn of  1hc  iruetO)(  content  of ·lh(  BOOth 
(") S";row:/ln••n  ougu/boglwco>< 
Th( con~tnc ol  the &oods (IS prucnttd). in sucroit, tog(lhC"r ..,;,h the iuCfOit  ..-~ach rnuhs I  rum nprruu1g H  1unusc an>  rn1 .. tuf( Qt  ghJCOH'  H'ld  fruClO!tt  (the 
amnmcucal tum ~f lhc amo\lnU of th~sco  ~'!tO lulu" mullinhrrl h~· U.'i\l •hich ''  rltcl.uC"ct (ul  •·h:~otr,·rr form1 anc11or  found to hr ott\tOf 1n  thC'  tnnd  ... 
('") Molk  prottina 
Cutina and/or cu~ina&H formina pan ol gOOds  ohall not b<  rtgard<d u  milk  protorm 1f  thr ~oodl do not h••• ony oth<r <Onlll!ucn< of lo<<•< ""8'"· 
~hlklat conuiricd  in  &he  JOOdl  ai  l~u !han  I %;  and  lactolc  at  leu  than  I %;  by  '"'''lhl,  u<  not  conlod<rrd  u  o<h<r  conwoucnts  of  l•wc  o11gon. 
IX'hon  C\llloms  iormalili<l  art  complctc6,  lh<  ptl'lOn  conurntd  mu>t  in<lud<  in  the  oppropro•O<  drcl>n11on : 
'onl7  milk  inar<di~nt :  cauinlcu~inatt, if  auch  is  the  cue. 
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>=50  <75 
>=50  >=0  >= 5  >= 30 
<5  <30 
28,71  7,66  16,46  24,17 
48,43  27,39  36,19  43,69 
87,68  66,64  75,64  83,34 
134,38  113,33  122,14  129,64 
XXX  .  213,37  222,18  AtX 
XXX  ~ XXX  XXX 
33,67  12,82  21,63  29,33 
53,60  32,55  41,35  49,06 
93,05  72,00  80,81  88,51 
139.55  118,50  127,30  135,01 
XXX  218,54  227,34 ~ 
XXX  XXX  XXX  XXX 
39,04  17,99  26,79  34,50 
74,08  53,03  61,83  69,54 
139,08  118.03  126 83  XXX 
45,92  24,88  33,68  41,38 
88,34  67,29  76,09  .  83,79 
145,96  124.92  133 72  lxxx 
52,81  31,76  40.57  48,27 
102,58  81,53  90,34  98,04 
XXX  130.39  139,20 lxxx 
63.14  42.09  50,90  58,60 
111,64  90,80  99,60  107,30 
XXX  133,68  142.48  XXX 
78.64  57,59  66,39  74.09 
149.09  128,04  136,64  XXX 
XXX  65,14  93,94  XXX 
XXX  138,68  14 7 .48  XXX 
XXX  116,13  124,93  XXX, 
XXX  ~ XXX  XXX 
XXI.  XXI.  XXX  XXX 


































































-I' 1  Basic amounts for basic agricultural products (ecu/100 kg) applicable in 1996 by Turkey 








skimmed milk powder 
whole milk powder · 
molasses 
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ANNEX  61  Table  1  dismantlement  40X,30X,30X 
THE  LIST Of·THE GOODS  FOR WHICH THE  TAROET  AGRICULTURAL  COMPONENT  WILL  BE  ACHIEVED  ON  1.1.1999 
JANUARY  I  1990  JANUARY  I  1097  JANUARY  1 1998  JANUARY  1  1888 
AGRI  COI.IP.  AGRI.  COMP.  AGRI.  COMP ..  IARG£T  AGRI.  COMP. 
O.COO(  HSCOO(  £CU1100 KG  fCU/100 KG  rcunooKn  <t:UI1M K" 
1704.10.11  1704.10.11  72.74  52.50  37.32  22.14 
1704.10.18  1704.10.18  94.30  65.44  43.79  22.14 
1704.10.91 .  1704.10.21  79.81  58.34  42.23  26.13 
1704.10.99  1704.10.29  72.99  54.25  40.19  26.13 
1704.90.89  1704.90.71  65.61  ·. 46.20  31.71  17.23 
1704.90.72  65.61  46.20  31.71  17.23 
1704.90.73''  79.94  60.63  46.14  31.66 
1704.90.73 ...  88.35  69.04  54.66  40.07 
1902.20.91  1~2.20.31 '  50.89  31.58  17.09  2.61 
1902.20.99  1802.20.38  48.88  32.30.  18.85  7.41 
190'2.30.10  1902.30.10  40.27  28.43  19.56  10.87 
1902.30.80  1902.30.90  38.01  26.09  14.66  4.21 
1902.40.90  1902.40.90  30.21  19.81  12.01  4.21 
1903.00.00  1803.00.00  18.88  13.20  8.94  4.68 
1904.10.10  1904.10.11  55.63  35.86·  - 21.02  6.18 
1904.10.11  65.63  35.85  21.02  6.19 
1904.10.90  1904.10.31  62.62  45.65  32.74  19.94 
1904.10.39  62.62  45.55  32.74  19.94 
1904.90.10  1804.80.11  '  .  59.00  63.08.  48.65  44.21 
1804.90.18  63.90  50.02  47.12  44.21 
1904.90.90  1904.90.21  22.33  17.84  14.48  11.11 
1904.90.29  22.33  17.84  14.48  11.11 
1905.10.00  1905.10.00  37.91  24.05  13.66  3.26 
1906.20.10  1905.20.10  85.45  '  66.62  34.89  13.37 
1906.20.30  1905.20.20  79.82  55.75  37.611  18.64 
1906.20.90  1905.20.30  93.89  66.69  46.29  25.89 
1906.30.11  1905.30.1 1 •  61.61  46.28  34.85  23.43 
1905.30.18  1905.30.111"  81.51  46.28  34.85  23.43 
1905.30.30  1906.30.21'  61.61  46.28  34.85  23.43 
1905.30.61  1905.30.31'  61.61  46.28  34.85  23.43 
1906.30.69  1906.30.39.  81.61  46.28  34.86  23.43 
1905.30.91  1905.30.41.  61.61  46.28  34.86  23.43 
1905.30.99  1905.30.49'  81.61  46.28  34.85  23.43 
1905.40.10  1905.40.10'  48.34  32.28  20.23  8.18 
1905.40.Sl0  1905.40.80'  48.34  32.28  20.23  8.18 
1905.90.10  1905.90.10  62.17  42.30  27.39  L...-------- _12.49 
'The agricultural comporMnt Ia  buod on average compotition ol goodt. 
For thoae good  a.  for which reference Ia  made In Annex 3  10  Annex 4, tho agricultural component will  be calculated according lo diapoailiont of Article  18 bla. 
The actual agricultural compononla  wiU be computed according to tha amounu aal in 4 dillronl tablea.  Tho linaltable (Annex 4  10 be uaod from  1.1. 18991 
r 
-computet tho target agricultural component.Tho flrat table Ito be uood from  1.1.1996 to 31.12.19961. tile  oecond labia (to be uud from 1.1.1997 to 31.12.19971 
and the \hird table Ito be utad lrom 1.1.1998 to 31.12.19981;,ro fixed  11 incruaing tho agricultural component by 17'!11,  10% and 6% , ..  pectively. 
• • Turldah delight In aolld form  · 
' • • Turkiah de~ght with cr  ..  m 
1/2 
, 
'-0  . 
~· '  '~  .. 
'· 
•ottlinveti""'-6/Teblo I 
JAMJARY 1 1990  JANUARY 1 1097  JAMJARY  I  1908  JANUARY 1 11811 
ACRI.  COMP.  ACRI.  COMP,  ACRI.  COMP.  ..  TAACU  ACRI.  COMP 
CNCOO£  ~g  COOE  fCU/100 I(Q  (CU/100 ltG  rd, IM  ~t:  - fCU/100 IG. 
1805.80.20  1806.80.21  49.10  .36.96  27.85  18.74 
1906.Qo.22  49.10- 36-."96  27.85.  ·18.74 
1905.90.23  49.10.  36.96  27.85  18.74 
1905.90.24  49.10  36.96  27.85  18.74 
1905.80:28  49.10  36.96,  27.85  18.74 
1906.90.30  1905.90.31•  26.54  19.37  14~00  8.62 
1906.90.40  1906.90.32.  63.67  - 41.77  -
' 
25.20  8.62 
1905.90.45  1906.90.33•  63.87  -·  41.77  26.20  :.- 8.62 
1906~90.56  1"906.90.34.·  65.64  36.77  22.70  8.62 
1905.90.60  1905.90.41•  - 44.15  29.94  19.28  8.62 
1906.90.42•  44.16  .29.94  19.28  8.62 
1905.90.43.  44.16  29.94  19.28  8.62 
1906.90.90  1905.90.44.  4.4.15  29.94  19.28  8.62 
1905.90.49•  44.15  -29.94  19.28  8.62  - 1905.90.51•  - 41.26  '  28.20  18.41  8.62 
1905.80.59•  41.26  28.20  18.41  0.62 
2001.90.30  2001.80.30  28.43  .18.22  10.57  2.91  ' 
2001.90.40  2001:80.40  16.46  10.34  . 5.75 
' 
1'.16-
2004.10.91  2004.10.21"  25.71  18.64  13.34  0.04 
2004.10.29•  25.71  18.64  13.34  8.04 
2004.90.10  2004.90.10  . 24:69  16.98  9.44  2.91' 
2005.20.10  20o5. 20. 11 •  30.66  21.61  14.02  8.04 
2005.20.21 •  ..  30.65  21.61  .  14.82  8.04 
2005. 20. 29.  30.66  21.61'  14.82  8.04 
2005.80.00  2005.60.00  22.90  14.90  0.91  2.81 
2006.92.45  2008.92.31•  40.06  33.51  . 21.99  10.46 
2000.99.85  2006.99.81  .  49.77  31.03  16.97  2.91 
2008.99.91  2006.99.82  37.37  .  22.09  - 12.02  1.16 
2101.30.19  2101.3().19  108.32  66.61  35.32  4.04 
2101.30.99  2101.30.29  92.50  - 58.39  32.80  - 7.22 
2105.00.10  2105.00.11  64.30  47.06  35.67  23.26. 
2105.00.19  64.30. 
~  47.HB  35.57  23.26 
2105.00.91  2106.00.21  90.46  70.30  '  55.16  40.06 
2105.00.29  90.46  70.30  55.10.  40.06 
2202.90.91  2202.90.21  61.23  36.49  25.44  14.39 
2202.90.95  2202.90.22  40.79  29.35  - 20.77  12.19 
2292,90~9- 2202.90.23  47.60  37.47  ·29.02  22.16 
•The agricultural comp~nent I•  booed on average composition of goodo. 
For thoae goodo, lor which reference lo  modo in Annex 3  to Annex ·4,  tho agricultural component will bo  calculated according to dilpoaitions of Article 18 bil. 
The actual agricultu!al component•  wil(bo computed accordif!Q to tho an>Ounta  oat in 4 dilfiont tables. Tho  final table (Annex 4  to bo usod from 1.1. 19991 
computu the target ~g~ultural component.  Tho  fillt toblo It" bo u1od from  1, 1.1996 to .31.12. 19961. the second teblo (to bo uaad lroin 1.1.1997 to 31.12.19971 








...:r ;  dismantlement  40%,  30X,  30%·  ~ 
THE LIST OF THE GOODS FOR WHICH TARGET AGRICULTURAL COMPONENT 
WILL BE ACHIEVED ON 1.1.1997 
JULY 1  1995  JAN.1  1996  JULY 1  1996 
AGRJ.  COMP.  AGRI. COMP.  AGRI. COMP. 
.  CN CODE  HS  CODE  ECUilOO KG  ECU/100 KG  ECU/100 KG 
1704.90.30  1704.90.20_.  89.67  71.79  58.37 
1704.90.51  1704.90.31  73.95  44.37  22.19 
1704.90.55  1704.90.32  89.96  53.98  26.99 
1704.90.61  1704.90.34  71.94  43.16  21.~8 
1704.90.61  1704.90.39  ..  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.65  1704.90.41  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.65  1704.90.42  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.65  1704.90.49  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.71  1704.90.51  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.75  1704.90.52  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.81  1704.90.61  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.99  1704.90  .. 81  83.85  50.31  25.16 
1704.90.99  1704.90.82  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1704.90.99  1704.90.89  71.94  43.16  21.58 
1806.10.10  1806.10.10  68.40  49.84  35.92 
1806.10.30  1806.10.20  71.71  54.03  40.77 
1806.10.90  1806.10.30  106.68  78.68  57.68 
1806.20.10  1806.20.10  66.80  40.08  20.04 
1806.20.30  ·1806.20.20  66.80  40.08  20.04 
1806.20.50  1806.20.31  66.80  40.08  20.04 
1806.20.70  1806.20.32  66.80  40.08  20.04 
1806,20.80  1806.20.33  66.80  40.08  20.04 
1806.20.95  1806.20.39  6~.80  40.08 ..  20.04 
1806.31.00  1806;31.10  101.36  60.82  30.41 
1806.31.00  1806.31.90  !!}7.12  58.63  29.32 
1806.32.10  1806.32.10  92.54.  55.52  27.76 
1806.32.90  1806.32.90  82.81  49.69  24.84 
1806.90.11  1806.90.11  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1806.90.19 .  1806.90.19  113.24  67.94  33.97  .. 
1806.90.31  1806.90.21  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1806.90.39  1806.90.22  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1806.90.50  1806.90.30  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1806.90.60  1806.90.40  113.21  67.93  33.96 
1806.90.70  1806.90.50  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1806.90.90  1806,90.90  113.24  67.94  33.97 
1901.10.00  1901.10.19  139.12  83.47  41.74 
1901.10.00  1901.10.20  139.12  83.47  41.74  ~ 
1901.10.00  1901.10.90  139.12  83.47  41.74 
1901.20.00  1901.20.10  37.85  22.71  11.36 
1901.20.00  1901.20.20  37.85  22.71  11.36 
1901.20.00  1901.20.90  37.85  22.71  11.36 
1901.90.11  1901.90.11  35.45  23.57  14.66 
1901.90.19  1901.90.19  21.85  14.99  9.84 
2106.10.90  2106.10.21  - - -
2106.90.99  2106.90.51  117.74  70.64  3S.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.52  117.74  70.64'  35.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.53  117.74  70.64  35.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.54  117.74  70.64  35.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.55  117.74  70.64  35.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.56  117.74  70.64  35.32 
2106.90.99  2106.90.59  113.24  67.94  33.97 
JAN. 11997 





















































~his  agricultural component is based on average composition of goods. For those goods. from 111/1997 ... 
without an.y alignment procedure, the agricultural component will be calculated using Annex 4.  · 
'  48 on mutual assistanc~ between administrative authorities'in customs matters 
For the purposes of th i~ Annex, 
ARTICLE 1 
Definitions 
.  \ 
(a)  .. "customs legislation" shall mean provisions adopted by the European (:ommunity and  . 
'  Turkey governing the import, export; transit of  goods and their placing under any customs. 
_procedure, including measures of  prohibition, restriction and control. 
(b)  . "custom,s duties" shall mean all dutie~. taxes, fees  ~r other charges which are levied and . 
collected in the territories of  th~  Contracting Parties, in application of  customs legislation, 
but not including fees and charges which are limited in amount to the approximate costs of 
services rendered; 
'  ' 
(c)  "applicant authority" shall mean a competent administrative authority which has been  . · 
appointed by a Contracting Party for this purpose and which makes a request for assistahce 
.·in customs matters; 
(d)  "requested authority" shall mean a competent administrative authority which has been 
appointed by a Contracting Party for this purpose and which receives a request for 
assistance in  cust~ms matters; 
(e)  "personal data" shall mean all information relating to an identified or_identifiable 




The Contracting Parties shall assist each other; within their competence, in the manner an~ 
under the conditions laid d·own in this Annex, in ensuring that customs legislation is 
correctly applied, in particular by the prevention, detection and investigation of  oJ>erations 
in breach of that legishitiori. 
I  . 
.  2  Assistance in customs matters, as provided for in this A~nex, shall apply to any 
administrative authority of  the Contracting Parties which is competent. fo~ the application of 
this Annex.  It shall not prejudice the rules governing mutual assistance in criminal matters. 
Nor shall it cover information obtain~d under powers exercised at the request of  the judicial 
authorities unless those authorities so agr_ee. 
ARTICLE3 
Assistance on request 
At the request of the applicant authority, the requested authority sh~ll furnish it.with any 
information which may enable it to ensure that customs legislation is correctly applied,  · 
including information regarding operations noted or planned which are or could be in . 





. I 2  At the request of  the applicant authority, the requested authority shall in~onn  ~it whether 
goods exported from the territory of  one of  the Contracting Parties have oeen properly 
imported intp the territory of  the other Party, specifying, where appropriale, th,e customs 
procedure applied to the goods.  ·  · ·  \  \ 
I  ,  I, 
3  At the request of  the applicant authority, the requested authority shall infof:rn  it whether 
goods imported into the territory of  one of  the Contracting Parties have beJn properly 
exported from the territory of  the other Party, specifying, where appropriat~, the customs 
procedure applied to the goods.  .  \  · 
.  ' 
4  At the request o.fthe.applicant authority, the requested authority shall take dtenecessary 
steps to ensure that a  special watch is kept on : 
(a)  natural or legal persons of whom there are re.asonable' grounds for believing that they 
are breaching or have breached customs legislation; 
(b)  places where goods are stored- in a way that gives grounds for suspecting that-they are 
intended to supply operations contrary to customs legislation; 
(c)  movements  of  goods  notified  as  possibly  giving  rise  to  breaches  of customs 
legislation; 
(d)  means of  transport for which there are reasonable grounds for believing that they have 
been, are or may be used in operations in breach of  customs legislation. 
ARTICLE4 
Spontaneous assistance  I. 
The Contracting Parties shall provide each other, in accordance with their laws, rules and other 
legal instruments, with assistance if  they consider that to be necessary for the correct application 
of  customs legislation, particularly when· they obtain information pertaining to:· 
•  operations which constitute, or appear to them to constitute, breaches of  such legislation 
and which may be of interest to the other Contracting Party; 
•  new means or methods employed in realizing such operations; 
•  goods known to be subject to breaches of  customs legislation. 
'ARTICLES 
.· DeliveO' I potjficatjon 
At the request of  the applicant authority, the requested ·authority shall, in accordance with its 
legislation, take all necessary measures in order to : 
•  deliver all documents, 
•  notify all decisions, 
falling within the scope of  this Annex to an addressee residing or established in its territory.  In 
such a case, Article 6(3) shall apply.  · 
ARTICLE6 
\  50 2 
Form and substance of requests for assistance 
Requests pursuant to this Annex shall be made in writing.  Documents necessary for the 
executi.on of such requests shall accompany the request.  When required because of  the 
urgency of  the situation, oral requests may be accepted, but must be confirmed in writing 
. immediately. 
' 
Requests pursuant to paragraph 1 shall include the following information : 
{a)  the applicant authority making the request; 
(b)  the measure. requested; 
(c)  the object of  and the reason for the request; 
(d)  the laws, rules a~d  other legal elements involved; 
{e)  indications as exact and comprehensive as possible on the natural or legal persons who 
a~e the ~rget of  the investigations; 
(f)  a summary of the  relevant facts ·and of the  inquiries already  c~ied  ·out, except in 
cases provided for in Article 5.  .  . 
3  , Requests shall be submitted in an official language of  the requested authority or in a  · 
. language acceptable to such authority.  ·  · 
·.  4  If  a request does not meet the formal requi.rements, its correction or com.pletion may be 
requested; the prdering of  precautionary measures may, however, take place. 
ARTICLE7 
Execution of requests 
I  · In order to comply with a request for assistance, the requested authority or, when the hitter 
cannot act on its own, the administrative department to which the request has been 
addressed by this authorityi shall proceed, within its competence and available resources, as 
though it were acting on its own account or at the request ofother authorities of  that same 
Contracting Party, by supplying information already possessed, by carrying 'out appropriate 
inquiries or by arranging for them to be  carri~d out. 
2  Requests for assistance shall be executed in accordance with the law, rules and other legal 
instruments of  the requested Contracting Party.  ·  · 
3  Duly authorized officials of  a Contracting Party may, with the agreement of  the other · 
Contracting party involved and within the conditions laid down by the latter, ob~in from 
the offices of  the requested authority or other authority for which the req~ested authority is 
responsible, information relating to the breaches of  customs legislation which the applicant 
authority needs for the purposes of  this Annex. 
4  Officials of  a Contracting Party may, with the agreement of  the other Contracting Party . 
involved and within the conditions laid down by the latter, be present at inquiries carried 
out in the latter's territory. 
.51 ARTICLES 
Form iD which.information is to be communicated 
1 _  The requested authority shall communicate results of  inquiries to the applicant authority in 
the form of  documents, certified copies of  documents, reports and the like; 
2  The documents provided for in paragraph I may be replaced by computerized information 
produced in any form for the same purpose. 
ARTICLE9 
Exceptions to the obligation to provide assistance 
The Contracting Parties may refuse to give assistance as provided for in this Annex. where 
to do so would: 
(a)  be  likely  to  prejudice  the  sovereignty  of Turkey  or  of a  Member  State  of the 
Community which has been asked for assistance under this Annex; or 
(b)  be likely to prejudice public policy, security or other essential interests; or· 
(c)  involve c~:~rrency or tax regulations other than regulations concerning customs duties; 
or 
(d)  violate an 'industrial, commercial or professional secret 
2  Where the applicant authority-requests assistance which it would itself be unable to provide 
if  so asked, it shall draw attention to that fact in its request.  It shall then be for the 
requested authority to decide how to respond to such a request. 
3  If  assistance is withheld or de.nied, the decision and the reasons therefor must be notified to 
the applicant authority without delay. 
ARTICLE 10 
Obligation to observe confidentiality 
Any information communicated in whatsoever form pursuant to this Annex shall be of  a 
confidential nature.  It shall be covered by the obligation of  official secrecy and shall enjoy 
the protection extended to like information under the relevant laws of  the Contracting Party 
which received it and the corresponding provisions applying to the Community authorities. 
2  Personal data may only be transmitted if  the level of  personal protection afforded by the 
legislations of  the Contracting Parties is equivalent.  The Contracting Parties shall ensure at 
least a level of protection bases on the principles of  Council of Europe Convention n°108 of 
28 January 1981  for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of 
Personal Data. 
AJJ.TICLE 11 




.).  Information obtained shall be used solely for the purposes of this Annex and may be used 
within each Contracting Party for other purposes only with the prior written consent of the 
administrative authority wh.ich furnished the information and shall be subject to any 
restrictions laid down by that authority.  - · 
2.  Paragraph I shall not impede the use of.information in any judicial or administrative 
proceedings subsequently instituted for failure to comply with customs legislation ..  · 
.  .  '  ' 
. The competent authority which supplied that information shall be notified of  such use 
forthwith. 
3.  The Contracting Parties may, in their·records of  evidence, reports and testimonies and in 
proceedings and charges brought before the courts, use as evidence information obtained 
an~ documents consulted. in accordance with the provision's of  this Annex.,  . 
ARTICLE 12  ' 
Experts and witnesses 
An official of  a requested authority may be authorized to appear, within the limitations of the 
authorization granted, as expert or witness in judicial or administrative proceedings regarding 
the matters covered by this Annex in the jurisdiction of  another Contracting Party, and p~oduce 
such objects, documents or authenticated copies thereof as may be needed for the proceedings. 
The request for an appearance must indicate specifically'on what matters and by virtue of  what 
titie or qualification the ~fficial is to be questioned.  . ·  .  . 
ARTICLE 13 
Assistance expenses 
The Contracting Parties shall waive all claims on each other for the reimbursement of  expenses 
incur·red pursuant to this Annex~ except, as appropriate, for expenses to experts and witnesses 
and to interpreters and translators who.are n()t public service employees.  · 
ARTICLE 14 
lmplemeotatjon 
I.  The application of  this Anriex shall be entrusted to the central customs authorities of  Turkey  . I 
on the one h.and and the competent services of  the Commission of  the European  · 
Communities and, where appropriate, to the customs authorities of  the EC Member States 
on the other. 
They shall decide on all practical'measures and arrangements necessary for its. application, 
taking into consideration rules .iri the field of  data protection. · 
2.  The Contra'cting Parties shall consult each other and subsequently keep .each other informed 
of  the detailed rules of implementation which are adopted in accordance with the;provisions 
of  this Annex.  ·  · 
. ARTICLE 15 
Complementarity · 
I. .  This Annex shall complement and not impede application of  any agreements on mutual 
assistance which have been concluded between one or more Member States of  the European 
Community and Turkey.  Nor shall it preclud~ more extensive mutual assistance granted 
under such agreements. 
; 
2.  Without prejudice to Article, II, these agreements do not prejudice Community provisions 
governing the communication betwee':l the competent services of  the Commission and .the 
customs authorities Of the Member._States of  any information obtained in customs matters 
which co1,11d  be of  Community interest. 
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.  I ANNEX N°8 
on protection· of intellectual, industrial and commercial property 
Article 1 
I.  The  Parties  confirm  the  importance  they  attach  to  the  obligations  ansmg  from  the 
Agreement on  Trade-Related  Aspects of Intellectual  Property  Rights  concluded  in  the 
Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. 
In that respect, Turkey undert~kes to implement the TRIPS Agreement no later tha.n three 
years after the entry into force of  this decision. 
I 
2.  As regards the scope. level of protection and the enforcement of intellectual, industrial and 
commercial  property  rights  between  the  two  Parties,  the  provisions  of the  TRIPS 
Agreement will apply after its entry into force for both Parties to the extent to which there 
are no rules laid down in this decision. 
Article 2 
Turkey  shall  continue  to  improve  the  effective  protection. of  intellectual,  industrial  and 
commercial property rights in order to secure a level of protection equivalent to that existing in 
the  European Community and  shall take appropriate measures to ensure  that these rights are 
respected. To this end the following articles shall apply. 
Article 3 
Before the entry  into force of this decision, Turkey shall  accede to the following multilateral 
wnventions on inteiJectual, industrial and commercial property rights:  · 
Paris Act ( 1971) of  the Bern Convention for the protection of literary and artistic 
works; 
Rome,  Convention  ( 1961)  for  the  protection  of  performers,  producers  of 
·phonograms and broadcasting organisations; 
Stockholm  Act  ( 1967)  of the  Paris  Convention  for  the  protection  of industrial 
property (as amended in  1979); 
Nice Agreement  con~erning the  international  classification of goods and services 
for  the purposes of the  registration  of marks (Geneva Act,  1977,  as  amended  in 
1.979); and 
.  . 
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT, 1970, as amended in  1979 and modified in  1984) 
Article 4 
Before  the  entry  into. force  of this  decision,  Turkey  shall  adopt  domestic  legislation  in  the 
following areas which is equivalent to the legislation adopted in the EC or its Member States: 
I.  Copyright and neighbouring rights legislation which provides for: 
the  terms of protection  in  line  with  Council  Directive 93/98/EEC (OJ  L290  of 
54 .  'ito 
,i  24.11.93); 
protection  of ~cighbouring rights  in  line  with  Council  Directive 92/100/EEC (OJ 
L346
1of27.1 1.92);  · 
rental  and  lending  rights  in .line with  Council  Directive 92/1 00/I;:EC  (OJ  L346  ~f 
27.11.1992);  . 
the  protection  of computer  programmes· as  literary  works  m  line  with  Council 
Directive 91/250/EEC (OJ Ll22 of 17.05.1991). 
2.  Patent  legisl~tion which notably provides for: 
rules on compulsory licensing meeting at. least the TRIPS standards; 
patentability of all  inventions, other than pharmaceutical products and processes for 
human and animal health but including agrochemical products and processes I 0. 
a patent term of20 years from the filing date. 
3.  Trade and service marks legislation in line with Council Directive 89./104/EEC (OJ L40 of 
.  r  .  . 
4. 
11.02.89);  .  '  .  .  .  .  ' 
I  - '  ' 
Industrial  designs  legislation,  notably  including  the. protection  of designs  in  textile 
products I I; 
5.  Protection of geographical indications,  includ-ing appellations of o;igin in  line with  EC 
legislation 12.  _  ·  ·  _.  __  --_  .  ·.  ·  ·, 
6.  Legislation -on  border· enforcement  against  IPR  infringements  (including  at  least 
trademarks,  copy~ights and ·neighbouring rights and design  rights)  in  line  with Council 
Regulation (EEC) 3842{86 (OJ L357 of 18.12.86) 13 .; 
1 
- ,  .  . 
. Article 5 
- Notwithstanding Article I § I second indent, for the effective administration and enforcement of· 
intellectual property rights,.Turkey undertakes before the entry into force of this decision to take 
all·  necessary  measures  for  the  fulfilment  of its  obligations· under  Part  III  of  ~he  TRIPS· 
Agreement. 
Notwithstanding Article  I §  I second indent, Turkey also undertakes before the entry into force  · 
of this decision to  take all  necessary measures for the fulfilment of its obligations under Part II 
Section 4 (Articles 25, 26)ofthe TRIPSAgreement. 
Article Sbjs  . 
No later tha~ two years after the entry into .force of this decision, Turkey will adopt a legislation, 
or  revise  the  existing  one,  i~  order  to  secure  before  I .January  1999  the patentability  of 
10  for the record-also: proposal for a Council directive on the' protection of biotechnological 
inventions (OJ C44  of-16.02.~3)  · 
i 1  For the record : proposai for a Council directive on.the Community Design. 
12  The list of regulations on question will  be transmitted by the Commission 
13  For the record:  proposal for regulation amending the above mentionned regulation (OJ C238 of 
29.9.93)  .  ' 
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\ pharmaceutical products and processes. 
Article 6 
Not later than 3 year:; after the entry into force of  this decision Turkey shall : 
.  I.  ·Accede to the following conventions on  intellectual, industrial and commercial property, 




Protocol  to  the  Madrid  Agreement  concerning  the  international  registration  of 
marks ( 1989); 
Budapest Treaty on the international recognition of the deposit of micro-organisms 
for the purposes of patent procedure ( 1977, and amended in  1980),, and 
I 
International  Convention  for  the  protection  of new  varieties  of plants  (UPOV, 
Geneva 1991  Act). 
Adopt  domestic  legislation  in  the  following  areas,  m  order to  reach  alignment  with 
legislation iri_ the EC : 
In the copyright and neighbouring rights area: 
Legislation on copyright and neighbouring rights applicable to works transmitted by 
cable or satellite in line with Council Directive 93/83/EEC (OJ L248 of  06.1 0.93);  · 
Protection of  data bases 14 .. 
In the industrial property area: 
Protection  of topographies  of semiconductors  in  line  with  Council  Directive 
87/54/EEC (OJ L24 of27.01.87); 
Protection  of know-how  information  and  trade  secrets  legislation  m  line  with 
Member States' legislation;  / 
Protection of plant variety rights 15. 
Article 7 
The Association Council  may decide that Articles 3 to 6 may also apply to other multilateral 
-conventions or areas of I  PR legislation. 
Article 8 
The Joint Customs Union Committee shall  monitor the  implementation and  application of the 
IPR  provisions of this  decision  and  perform  other tasks  which  the  Association  Council  may 
.  ' 
14  ~ec proposal for a Council Directive on the legal protection of  databases (OJ C 156 of 23.06.92) 




/ .  __ .,. .. 
...  ~, 
r 
·,.:~  ... 
assign to it.  The Committee shall make recommendations to the Association Council which may 
include the establishment of  a Sub-Committee on IPR . 
Article 9 
I.  The  Parties .  agree  that  for  the  purpose ·of this  decision,  intellectual,  industrial  and 
commercial property includes in  particular copyright, including the copyright in computer 
programmes; and' neighbouring rights, patents, industrial designs, geographical indications 
including appellations of origin, trade marks and service marks, topographies of integrated 
circuits as weH  as protection against unfair competition as referred to in Article I 0 bis of 
the  Paris  Convention  for  the  Protection  of  Industrial  Property  and  protection  of 
undisclosed information on know-how. 
2. ·  This  de~ision does  not  imply  exhaustion . of  intellectu~l,  industrial  and  commercial 
property rights applied in the trade relations between the two Parties under this ~ecision. 
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f. ANNEX N°9 
List. of committees referred to in Article 58 
Committee on Nomenclature 
Customs Code Committee 
Committee on Origin 
Valuation Committee' 
Committee on external trade statistics 
ANNEX N°10 
on the autonomous regimes and preferential agreements referred to in Article 16 
1.  The autonomous regimes referred to· in the article 16 are :. 
the Generalised System of Preferences; 
the regime for goods originating in the Occupied Territories; 
the regime for goods originating in Ceuta or Mel ilia; 
the  regime for goods originating in  the Republics of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia 
and Slovenia and the territory of  the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 
2.  The preferential agreements  referred to in the article 16 are : 
the  Europe  Agreements with  Bulgaria,  Hungary,  Poland,  Romania,  Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic; 
the Free Trade Agreement with the Faroe Islands; 
the Association Agreements with Cyprus and Malta; 
the Free Trade Agreements with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania; 
. the Agreement with Israel; 
the Agreements with Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia; 
the Agreements with Egypt, Jordan, Lebanol) and Syria;  . 
the Convention with the ACP States; 
the Free Trade Agreement with Switzerland and Liechtensteifl; 
the Agreement on the European Economic Area. 
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